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Welcome
As economies begin to emerge from enforced hibernation, the disruption caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic continues to present new challenges to the finance profession
Most of the world is, by now, taking

as this might provide some insight for

those tentative first steps out of

the UK profession as we return to work

mandatory lockdown.

(page 54).
Now is also a good time for senior

Shutting ourselves away and shunning
social interaction can make us feel

professionals to revisit their leadership

disconnected and isolated. But, as we

strategies. Executive coach Dina Smith

slow down the pace, we have time to

offers some tips to build on the qualities

reflect on what is important and value

that leaders have demonstrated over

what we have.

the past few months (page 36).
There’s also practical guidance on

Looking through a work lens, the
demands on finance professionals for

how, in times when cashflow is tight, you

support and guidance have never been

can reassess your procurement practices

greater, and many of you have been

to make significant savings (page 46),

exceptionally busy. The first half of

reinforcing the sentiment expressed

this year has thrown many businesses

across this edition that Covid-19 can

off-course and the next six months will

be an opportunity to embed long-

present a whole new set of targets.

overdue changes. Read, for example,
Robert Bruce on AGMs on page 16, and

In this issue, our cover story looks at
how the pandemic has impacted major

our feature on reforms to the taxation

sports tournaments this year and what

system, on page 64.
Finally, ACCA’s Covid-19 microsite

the long-term commercial implications

continues to be updated with

might be for this sector (page 22).
For auditors, stay-at-home orders

articles and podcasts to support and

have thrown into disarray the year-end

guide you. You can find out more at

requirements for listed companies.

accaglobal.com/covid-19.

AB

We get the lowdown on how audit
professionals in Hong Kong have been

Jo Malvern, editor

dealing with regulatory challenges,

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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Like millions of others
around the world, avid
readers in Zaozhuang
in mainland China’s
Shandong province were
determined to celebrate
this year’s World Book
Day despite restrictions
imposed to slow the
spread of Covid-19.

An art installation at
San Diego International
Airport depicts dozens
of aircraft as the US
government agreed
a US$25bn bailout for
the industry, which
is predicted to lose
US$314bn in revenue
this year.

Clear skies created by
the new moon coincided
with the Lyrid meteor
shower, an annual burst
of activity that was visible
across the world and
photographed using
multiple exposures
over Niederhollabrunn
in Austria.

A mural by British artist
Banksy in Southampton in
the UK is given a topical
twist after a mischievous
local resident altered it
to include the Covid-19
structure. The artist has
also published photos of
murals done in his home
during lockdown.
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News in brief
This edition’s news and infographics from around the world, as well as a look at
recent developments and issues affecting business and the finance profession

Covid-19 news and guidance
Covid-19, the dominating concern for most members at the
moment, is such a fast-moving picture that we are posting
useful updates on short-term issues to our microsite:
accaglobal.com/covid-19.

Tax cases on hold

announcement that VAT bills

‘The committee welcomed

asset and liability valuations

HMRC tax investigations

arising in the period to June

the government’s decision

and cashflow estimates.

have been placed on hold

will be deferred until the

to defer these off-payroll

All this may leave auditors

while the coronavirus crisis

end of the tax year, the VAT

working rules in the wake

unable to support a going

continues. Only urgent

receipts have quite obviously

of the Covid-19 pandemic.

concern assessment. The

investigations are now being

dropped off a cliff edge,’

However, our inquiry found

guidance provides clarity

pursued. Statutory timelines

the firm said. ‘It will be

these rules to be riddled with

for auditors in reaching

for appeals and responses by

interesting to see later in the

problems, unfairnesses and

modified opinions, qualified

taxpayers are unaffected. Tax

year if businesses are able

unintended consequences.

opinions, adverse opinions

tribunal cases have also been

to meet their deferred VAT

The potential impact of

or disclaimers of opinion.

suspended, except where

bills, having most likely used

the rules on the wider

See also page 18.

cases can be conducted

the cash elsewhere to keep

labour market, particularly

remotely. Earlier this year, a

their businesses going. The

the gig economy, has

Partners take pay cut

response to a Freedom of

chancellor and HMRC might

been overlooked by the

Partners in the largest

Information request by law

need to apply some leniency

government. It must devote

accountancy firms have

firm Pinsent Masons revealed

for quite some time to come

time to analysing all of this.

taken pay cuts in response

that a backlog of more than

to enable these businesses

A wholesale reform of IR35

to the Covid-19 crisis.

27,000 tax disputes was

to stay afloat.’

is required.’ See also page 64.

Deloitte announced that

IR35 rethink urged

Going concern doubt

expected to fall by 20% and

IR35 legislation needs

The Financial Reporting

that profit distributions will

HMRC feels effects

to be rethought and

Council has published

be deferred. EY and PwC

Total HMRC receipts in the

reformed, a House of Lords

additional guidance on

are also slashing partner

2019/20 tax year were up

committee has concluded.

modified auditors’ opinions

pay by up to 20%. KPMG

2.3% on the previous tax

The committee called on

during the Covid-19 crisis.

has cut partner pay by

year, to £14.3bn. However,

the government to use the

It points out that there may

25%. ‘Protecting jobs and

HMRC’s total March 2020 tax

announced one-year delay

be a need for a modified

looking after our people

receipts were down £2.2bn

in IR35 implementation in

opinion because some

is our primary focus,’ said

on the same month of the

the private sector as an

audit procedures cannot be

KPMG. ‘Our partners are

year before, as coronavirus

opportunity to redesign

performed, such as physical

prepared for any of the

began to hit the economy,

the rules. Lord Forsyth,

checks on inventories. It may

measures we may need to

according to advisory

chair of the House of Lords

also be difficult for an auditor

enact in order to do that.’

firm Blick Rothenberg.

economic affairs finance

to support key management

BDO said partner pay

‘Following the chancellor’s

bill subcommittee, said:

judgments in areas such as

would be cut by up to 25%,

waiting to be heard by the
first-tier tribunal.

8

annual partner earnings are
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and the quarterly dividend

that was dated back to the

OECD’s work to develop a

contrasts sharply with Q4

payment has been frozen.

financial crisis of 2008 and

new international framework

2019, when 53% of CFOs

Grant Thornton said its

a subsequent shift in the

for how multinational

were optimistic. The survey of

profits ‘may be 20% below

public and political mood,

companies are taxed.’

104 finance bosses included

our expectations’, and its

but which was seen to have

partners will ‘invest in our

been greatly accelerated

Confidence slumps

people’ in response. Mazars

in recent years by HMRC

Business confidence in the

has cut partner pay by 25%.

legislation.’ It added:

UK has hit a record low,

PwC to contact-trace

‘Agents described a shift to

according to the latest

PwC has built a contact

GT returns to growth

a “purposive” definition of

Deloitte CFO survey. It found

tracing system to limit

Grant Thornton has reported

avoidance, following a 2016

that CFOs expect corporate

Covid-19 infection in its

growth in revenues and

Supreme Court case ruling in

revenues to fall 22% this

offices, and will make the

profits in the year ending

favour of HMRC against the

year, with no fast turnaround

solution available to its

December. Fee income rose

bank UBS.’

anticipated. Some 84% of

clients. Rob Mesirow, PwC

CFOs were less optimistic

connected solutions lead,

year on year from £502m

the CFOs of 23 FTSE 100 and
43 FTSE 250 companies.

to £514m, and profits from

Data breach fears

about prospects than in the

said: ‘PwC’s automatic

£61m to £68m. The figures

More than half of employers

previous quarter. This is the

contact tracing tool is a

are adjusted for a 12-month

expect their home-workers

lowest business confidence

privacy-led product that

period, after the firm moved

to expose them to data

reading on record and

identifies employees’ risk

its financial year-end from

breaches, while a third

June to December. Annual

of leaders of IT functions

profit per partner increased

believe that remote workers

from £336,000 to £513,000.

are not concerned about

The firm’s audit practice

security. This is despite 87%

turned in a profit of only

of IT decision-makers saying

£1m in the 18 months to

they were confident that

December 2019, down from

remote workers are aware

£13m in the year to June

of cybersecurity risks. The

2018. Dave Dunckley, CEO of

findings come from a survey

Grant Thornton UK, said: ‘We

for Apricorn, a supplier of IT

ended the financial period in

storage systems.

a much more robust position,
with a clear strategy,

Big income, little tax

focused on our strengths

Google’s UK revenues

and priorities, which has

last year hit £1.6bn, with

continued into 2020.’

the company paying only
£44m in UK corporation tax,

Avoidance falls

according to its Companies

Clergy call for tax haven bailout bar

HMRC has published a

House filing. Turnover rose

Former Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan Williams and

review of the role of tax

£193m in the year, while

other church leaders have called on the government not to

advisers and agents. On

employees received over

provide emergency financial assistance to companies located

the basis of the research,

£1bn in pay and bonuses. A

in tax havens. In a letter published in The Times, they said:

undertaken in 2017, the

Google spokeswoman said:

‘More than 80% of the British public believe that legal tax

review concluded: ‘There

‘We pay more than 80% of

avoidance is morally wrong. This crisis demonstrates why they

was a common perception

our corporate income tax in

are right. Today at least $8 trillion [£6.4 trillion] sits offshore,

that the marketplace in

the US, which is our home

with its wealthy owners hiding from their tax and social

avoidance products had

country. We also pay all of

responsibilities. Developing countries are deprived of up to

peaked in popularity and

the tax that is due in the UK.

$400bn every year by tax dodging.’

was now in decline, a change

We strongly support the
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of exposure so leaders can

of a lack of enforcement

the end of next year, with

Export restrictions

quickly take action, reduce

resources. The complaint

an accompanying massive

Many countries have

impact and confidently

has been lodged by browser

rise in public debt. It also

imposed export restrictions

support employees who

development company

warned that debt markets

as part of their response

are either already at the

Brave, which claims that EU

could freeze. Even so, the

to the Covid-19 crisis, the

workplace, or will be

data protection authorities

organisation urged nations

World Trade Organization

returning to work.’ The

have not employed enough

to ‘spend generously on

has found. In its initial

product maps physical

tech specialists to uncover

their health systems’. It

research the WTO found

office spaces using ambient

GDPR infringements.

told policymakers: ‘As

80 nations and customs

signal technology such as

The company accused

containment measures

territories had imposed

Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, and

the authorities of being

come off, policies should

new trade barriers, in

traces contacts so that

reluctant to act against the

shift swiftly to supporting

particular related to medical

businesses can quickly

big tech companies because

demand, incentivising firm

supplies, including personal

notify employees if they

they fear the heavy cost of

hiring, and repairing balance

protection equipment.

have potentially been in

defending their decisions

sheets in the private and

It warned that countries

contact with someone who

against them in the courts.

public sector to aid the

had made the moves with

recovery. Fiscal stimulus

a ‘lack of transparency at

IMF warning

that is coordinated across

the multilateral level’ and

The International

countries with fiscal space

despite incurring ‘long-term

A complaint has been

Monetary Fund expects

will magnify the benefit for

risks that export restrictions

lodged with the European

the cumulative loss of

all economies. Moratoria on

pose to global supply

Commission, claiming

economic production

debt repayments and debt

chains and public welfare’.

that GDPR (its flagship

globally as a result of

restructuring may need to

Only a minority of countries

regulations for online data

the Covid-19 crisis to be

be continued during the

have provided required

protection) is failing because

around US$9 trillion by

recovery phase.’

information on trade

is coronavirus-positive.

GDPR failure

restrictions to the WTO.

CEOs should take the rap for financial failings

Billionaires feel pinch

According to a survey by cloud-based financial software provider BlackLine of investor

There are 2,095 billionaires

confidence in the financial data, risk and reporting of their portfolio companies, 79% of global

on Forbes’ 2020 list of the

investors believe that CEOs should be held accountable for a company’s financial reporting

world’s wealthiest, down

errors. Only 38% think that CFOs should be held to account. Other findings include:

from 2,153 in 2019. Their
total combined net worth

63%

is US$8 trillion, down from
of investors want to know who is
accountable if one of their portfolio
companies misreports its finances.

US$8.7 trillion in 2019. Some
267 people dropped off
this year’s list and a record
1,062 individuals have seen

38%
say that a lack of visibility over how
financial data is gathered, checked
or analysed makes them doubt the
accuracy of that data.

their fortunes fall. However,
billionaires including tech
tycoon Bill Gates, Eric Yuan
(Zoom), Bernard Arnault
(LVMH) and Brian Chesky

92%

(Airbnb) are using their
of investors agree that real-time
visibility into finances is critical if
companies want to stay competitive
over the next 12–18 months.

financial resources to help
combat the health crisis and
boost the economy.

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Shape of things to come
Consultancy McKinsey has set out a series of post-Covid-19 global economic
scenarios covering everything from growth rebound to no recovery at all
US real GDP

Once in a
lifetime?

0

The impact of

-5

%, total drawdown from previous peak

Covid-19 on the

-10

US economy could

-15

exceed anything
experienced since

-13%
Scenario:
slow recovery

-20

the aftermath

-25

of the Second

-30
1900

World War.

-8%

Scenario:
muted recovery

1910 1920

1930

1940

1950 1960

Pre-Second World War

1970

1980 1990 2000 2010
Post-Second World War

2020

Covid-19’s curveball

Scenario: virus resurgence, muted recovery

McKinsey’s post-coronavirus economic recovery scenarios

Real GDP growth

depend heavily on the success of the healthcare response.
Virus contained
Sector damage; lower long-term GDP
Virus contained
Slow recovery in GDP
Virus contained
Strong growth rebound
Virus resurgence
Slow long-term growth
Virus resurgence
Muted recovery, slow long-term growth
Virus resurgence
Return to trend growth
Pandemic escalation
Prolonged downturn, no economic recovery
Pandemic escalation
Towards economic recovery

World
US
Eurozone
China

115
110
105
100
95
90
85

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
2020
2019

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
2021

Scenario: virus contained, slow recovery
Real GDP growth

World
US
Eurozone
China

115
110
105
100

Pandemic escalation
Economic recovery delayed but full

95
90

More information
McKinsey’s Coronavirus: Leading through the crisis landing
page is at bit.ly/covid-crisis.

85

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
2020
2019

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
2021
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A vote for value
Interviewed ahead of the Covid-19 pandemic, Liberal Democrat MP Sarah Olney
ACCA explains how she is making her financial nous count in parliament

I

n 2016, the UK unleashed a tidal

Party and MP for Kingston and

wave of political turmoil when

Surbiton for most of the past 23

it voted to leave the European

years. As Olney lived in Kingston,

Union. For Sarah Olney ACCA, that
year was also significant for two
other reasons. First, she had earned
her ACCA Qualification after eight
years of studying. Second, she
was – much to her own surprise –
elected the Liberal Democrat MP
for Richmond Park, in London.
‘Becoming an MP was a complete
accident,’ admits Olney, who

‘Becoming an MP
was a complete
accident. When I
joined the party,
I thought I’d just
help out with a
bit of leafleting’

Davey encouraged her to put
herself forward as the parliamentary
candidate for the neighbouring
constituency of Richmond Park – a
seat that Conservative MP Zac
Goldsmith then held with a majority
of more than 23,000 votes.
‘When Ed suggested it to me, I
thought it sounded quite fun to fight
a general election as a candidate, be
on the ballot paper and be there at

nevertheless seems entirely at ease

the count,’ Olney recalls. ‘Something

in her compact Westminster office. ‘I
joined the Lib Dems after the 2015 general election because

to tell the grandchildren – Granny once stood for parliament,

the Tories had won a majority and I was not terribly happy

you know? That was literally all I thought I was getting into.’

about it. I thought I’d just help out with a bit of leafleting.’
Despite that modest ambition, she soon got to know
Ed Davey, now acting co-leader of the Liberal Democrat

She was duly selected as the Liberal Democrat candidate
for Richmond Park, but found her name on the ballot paper
sooner than expected when Goldsmith triggered a byelection. A renowned environmentalist, he resigned as an

i

CV

MP in October 2016 in protest at the government’s decision
to approve the construction of a third runway at Heathrow
Airport. Goldsmith ran as an independent candidate in the

2019

by-election, but lost out to Olney, who took the seat with a

Regained seat as MP for Richmond Park

majority of 1,872 votes.

2018

stood as an independent rather than as a Conservative, which

Financial accountant, Historic Royal Palaces

probably tilted the balance in my favour from the start, but he

‘I was completely amazed,’ Olney says about her victory. ‘Zac

was the sitting MP and I assumed he would be returned.’

2017
Chief of staff for Liberal Democrat party leader Vince Cable

She believes that as well as dissatisfaction around Brexit –
the Richmond Park constituency had voted strongly for remain
in the EU referendum earlier that year – Donald Trump’s victory

2016

in the US presidential election three weeks earlier played a

Elected MP for Richmond Park at by-election

significant role in her win.

2015

Parliamentary pivot

Assistant finance manager, National Physical Laboratory

Olney’s election as MP for Richmond Park in December 2016
represented a dramatic turning point in her career journey.

2014

After gaining an English degree from King’s College London,

CFO, SCi Sales Group

she hadn’t known what she wanted to do next, so she had
worked in publishing, events and for an arts charity. Then, in

12
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2008, she joined online marketing agency Distilled, which gave

in the evenings and at weekends. ‘I was able to do it in my

her exposure to finance. She was responsible for all financial

own time and at my own pace,’ she explains. After spending

operations within the company, including the management

six years at Distilled, she worked at SCi Sales Group and the

and year-end accounts, billing, credit control, payroll,

National Physical Laboratory, both in London.

reconciliations and VAT.
‘I realised that’s actually what I was interested in,’ she
says. ‘And it set me on the path to becoming a qualified
accountant.’ As she was working full time, she opted to study
for the ACCA Qualification because it allowed her to study

14

She says the thing that first appealed to her about finance
was ‘it’s a useful skill that I could take anywhere. I’ve had the
privilege of working for some world-class organisations.’
She also likes the fact that finance professionals operate
right at the heart of an organisation’s life. ‘If you don’t
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understand how the money’s coming into an organisation,

speaking, as the Liberal Democrat spokesperson for business

and where it’s going, you really don’t know much about an

and trade, Olney was looking forward to keeping an eye on

organisation at all,’ she points out.

the government’s trade negotiations with the EU and the

Having a finance background to fall back on also proved

US. She is also a member of the Commons’ public accounts

very useful to Olney after she subsequently lost her seat to

committee, a role that will allow her to wield her financial

Goldsmith at the June 2017 general election. Once again

expertise to the full. ‘It’s about examining various government

standing as a Conservative candidate, he reclaimed the

departments to see if they deliver value for money and how

constituency with a wafer-thin majority of 45 votes. At that

well they’re spending taxpayers’ money,’ she explains. ‘So

point, Olney had just six months’ experience of being a

that’s going to be an interesting challenge.’

constituency MP, so she had barely had a chance to get going.
Ahead of the election, she had feared a humiliating loss.

More grind than glamour

‘But then I thought, “I’ve still got my husband, my kids and

Olney says the benefits of being an MP include getting the

my house. Those are the things that are really important to

chance to encounter people in her constituency whom she

me. I never expected to be an MP and I can get back to the

wouldn’t otherwise get to meet and to find out things she

life I had before without too much disruption. I’ve got my

wouldn’t otherwise get to know. ‘To be at the heart of political

accountancy qualification now, so I can go back and do that.”’

life is a privilege,’ she says. ‘A lot of people get their heads

She admits it was galling to lose by

quite turned by that bit, but the day

45 votes – ‘I’m not going to pretend

to day of politics tends to be much

I was happy about it’ – but the

more the slow grind of writing letters

defeat created new opportunities.

to ministers and making phone calls

Conscious that there might be
another snap election, she served
as chief of staff for the then Liberal
Democrat leader Vince Cable for
a few months. Later, however, she
decided that she wanted more
stability, so she took a job as a
financial accountant with a charity,
Historic Royal Palaces, which is
based at Hampton Court. Her role

on behalf of constituents.’

‘There are more
opportunities for
making meaningful
change than people
realise – even
when your party’s
not in power’

Being able to bring about change
is meaningful, Olney says. While
some are micro changes that might
affect only two or three people,
others are on a much bigger scale.
‘I think there are more opportunities
for that than people realise,’ she
explains. ‘Even when your party’s
not in power.’

involved tax, treasury and financial

Again, speaking before the

reporting. She describes Historic

pandemic, Olney expressed concern

Royal Palaces as ‘a very exciting place to work’ and says the

about the trade barriers that small businesses could face

only thing that could have persuaded her to leave was being

following the UK’s departure from the EU. ‘The worry is that

re-elected to parliament.

they’re just not going to be part of some supply chains any

Which is exactly what happened in the general election
of December 2019. Olney capitalised on dissatisfaction
with Brexit to unseat Goldsmith once more, this time with a

more, and there’s still no clarification on what the customs
processes are going to be.’
Another area that needs clarification, she says, is tax –

majority of 7,766 votes. While she was personally thrilled to

especially the amount of tax owed to individual governments

be re-elected, she was also bitterly disappointed to find that

by the tech giants. ‘There needs to a global joined-up effort in

she was just one of 11 Liberal Democrat MPs returned to

order for people and organisations around the world to work

parliament. ‘I’m here as a Liberal Democrat because I wanted

out what tax is owed where.’

to be part of a bigger movement to make a difference,’ she

Whatever happens over coming months, Olney has much

says. ‘It was never just about me. So the fact that we, as a

to look forward to in her nascent political career. So has she

party, didn’t do any better was very disappointing.’

ruled out ever returning to finance? ‘If I lose the next general

Since it seems unlikely there will be another general election
before 2024, Olney now has a real opportunity to establish

election and I’m not an MP any more,’ she says, ‘I shall be very
glad to return to my accountancy career.’
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herself as a politician. Our interview took place before
Covid-19 had fully taken hold in the UK, but at the time of

Sally Percy, journalist
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Whither the AGM?
Covid-19 could be the catalyst that brings change to the anachronistic AGM. And it’s
about time too as the whole investor relationship has changed, says Robert Bruce
Silver linings

When is an annual general meeting
not an annual general meeting? Well,

Robert Bruce sees all sorts of changes
to benefit business and society that
could be ushered in now. Hear his
views: accaglobal.com/abpodcasts.

it could be the one that happens this
year. The malign effect of Covid-19 is
likely to change this time-honoured
institution. And, frankly, this is all to the
good. But the lawyers are not going to

AGM,’ says Susan Stenson, a partner

give up without a fight.

at consultants Independent Audit. ‘It

Of all corporate events, the AGM

is going against the tide and won’t be

is the one that has become the most

acceptable.’ But it will need government

ossified of all. Really, they have lost the

change through the Department for

reason to exist.

Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy,

Once upon a time, back when

and the official line is: ‘Virtual meetings

private investors were a force, they

are uncommon and largely untested in

were an occasion where a face-to-face

the UK, and mandating their use is likely

assessment could be made about a

to create further significant issues.’

company’s right to retain its investors’
confidence. But with the erosion of

Learning from the continent

private investors and the rise of large

Across Europe it’s a different story.

institutional groups, that has gone.

The crisis has crystallised the need

Large investor groupings now

for change. Meanwhile the more that

organise their own meetings with

large UK companies announce they will

board members to gauge a company’s

simply hold their AGMs behind closed

prospects. Increasingly, the power

doors, the more infuriated organisations

dynamics have moved elsewhere.

such as ShareAction, the responsible

AGMs still retain the interest of small

are quite right to do so. But they really

available. And there has been a growth

ought to be going for the changes that

in social and environmental activists

would make AGMs much more effective

who want to make their voices heard. In

and responsive in future. ‘We can use

recent years, however, companies have
held the events simply because there is
a legal requirement to do so.
The current extraordinary events
ought to be the catalyst for change.
The obvious answer would be to allow
them, legally, to become virtual AGMs.
The crisis has obviously hastened such a
move, and increasingly across the rest of
Europe the barriers to this are falling.
‘I don’t see how we can continue
without the right to have a virtual

16

investment charity, become. And they

shareholders, who turn up for the perks

When the
government
proclaims that
large companies
should not be
paying dividends,
then the investor
objectives change

this time to shape governance in the
UK in a positive way,’ says Stenson.
‘Shareholders are only going to become
more active in the future. Why not allow
change now to take account of that?’
And there is much to discuss. The
changes in corporate behaviour in
the midst of a crisis so far are likely
to remain the status quo even after
the emergency has lifted. The whole
investor relationship has shifted. When
the government proclaims that large
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companies like banks should not be

There are some fundamental

in any effective form. Increasingly, the

paying dividends, then the investor

changes in governance here, so it is

answer may be for companies to split

objectives change. Long term, it might

more important than ever for investors

the AGM’s role: the legal aspects could

mean more resilience-building. Short

to be asking about the trade-offs. The

be dealt with in one meeting and the

term, it takes the income from pensions.

current system doesn’t allow for this

really contentious issues in another. The
argument is that the real discussions

The European experience

should happen long before the legal
meeting. ‘Do investors really use the

Guberna, the Belgian corporate governance organisation, held its first virtual AGM

AGM as a tool for holding companies

in March and reported many benefits. One such benefit, it said, was that: ‘More

to account?’ asks Stenson. ‘If investors

people seemed to be prepared to ask a question, and the interactivity was certainly

have a real issue, they should be getting

not lost.’ It continued: ‘One might wonder about the reason. Compared to a physical

in touch ages before the AGM.’ At the

assembly, the questions could now be asked anonymously. Also, the possible ordeal

beginning of the year none of this was

of taking a microphone in front of a 100-plus audience is, in a virtual assembly,

on anyone’s agenda – it is now.

AB

replaced by simply typing and pushing a button. This is a clear benefit in comparison
to the traditional AGM taking place in person.’

Robert Bruce is an accountancy
commentator and journalist.
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Beyond black and white
The coming torrent of modified audit opinions could have an upside, says Jane Fuller,
nudging investors into taking a more sophisticated view of company accounts
Life would be so much simpler if

economic environment. And second is

judgments could always be black or

that modern accounting has become

white: if the going concern basis for

increasingly forward-looking. A prime

accounting really did guarantee that a

example is the requirement for banks

company would stay in business for the

to move from reporting incurred loan

next 12 months, or an unqualified audit

losses to calculating expected ones.
Both reasonable people and

opinion provided absolute certainty

sophisticated models might disagree

that there was no material uncertainty.
Covid-19 has blown certainty out

on forecast outcomes. But if users of

of the water, and there will be more

company accounts are given enough

modified audit opinions during the

information on the assumptions to

course of this year. This provides an

make up their own minds, the outcome

opportunity for a more sophisticated

is a much more grown-up view of real

view of a company’s accounts and of the

economic life than the black-and-white

value of an auditor’s opinion.

version. The same should apply to going

The least controversial case will

concern statements. Early adoption of

be where the auditor cannot gather

the revised ISA 570 lists many ‘events

sufficient appropriate evidence on

or conditions’ that might cast doubt on

specific elements of the accounts, with

going concern status.

the rest deemed ‘true and fair’. Limits

Short of a modification, emphases of

on physical visits may, for instance,

matter that draw attention to difficult

compromise checking on inventory.

measurements that are central to

Yet one of the silver linings of the

fulfil their potential at last. The

to work remotely. In a podcast in April,

auditor’s report, which identifies risks

Mark Babington, acting executive

of material mis-statements, should

director of regulatory standards at the

become required reading for all users

Financial Reporting Council, pointed

of accounts. The FRC’s consultation on

to the potential to conduct videos of

the revised ISA 315, which emphasises

stock-takes and to gain evidence in

understanding of the business

other forms, such as validated copies of
documents. Disclaimers, referring to a
pervasive difficulty, should remain rare.
More sensitive will be whether the
accounts are qualified because of a
material mis-statement. This has been
regarded as a nuclear option because
of the uncompromising wording. But
two things might make this judgment
realistic without being damning. First is
the level of uncertainty about much that
will affect future cashflows, notably the

18

understanding the company could

crisis has been the rapid grasp of how

The auditor’s
report, which
identifies risks
of material misstatements, should
become required
reading for all
users of accounts

environment, closed in April. It, too,
should be adopted early.
Boards, auditors and their audiences
need to learn to live with explanations
of judgments that might prove wrong,
rather than craving a return to a blackand-white world.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA UK
and serves on the Audit and Assurance
Council of the Financial Reporting
Council.
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Lessons from a crisis
Economic recovery from Covid-19 could take years, but business is already showing
that innovation, determination and kindness are key, says ACCA president Jenny Gu
Life is full of lessons, and the wisest
keep an open mind and learn as they
go. Even amid the gravest crisis, you
can pick up valuable experience and
knowledge. Nothing goes to waste,
and in that spirit I want to share with
you some of what I have learned during
the dark days of Covid-19.
I live and work in China, which was
the first place to experience the awful
impact of the virus and the unsettling
reality of quarantine and mass isolation.
As the casualty figures rose, my first
thought as CEO of my company –
Richemont, based in Shanghai – was for
my 3,000 staff in shops, warehouses and
offices across the country.
After the initial shock came the
recovery, made possible because we
took three important steps. First, in
communication. It was essential to issue
clear and consistent messages for staff
across many sites. Almost overnight it
seems, we mastered a whole suite of
technologies to keep people in touch
wherever they were. Messaging apps like
Zoom, WeChat and Skype became a big
part of everyone’s everyday life.

In a digital world
there’s nothing
to be gained from
cutting corners in
digital investment
but everything
to be gained by
embracing it

Second, we did things differently. We

Perhaps most of all during the

adopted new shift patterns, and home-

Covid-19 crisis, two important qualities

working became the new normal. It

have emerged as absolutely essential

meant adapting to new rhythms of work,

for a successful organisation: the

and showing the patience and grace to

importance of acting at all times

recognise that everyone was trying their

with kindness and generosity. I am

best in difficult times.

determined that when life and business

And third, we invested. We focused
on improving our digital systems to
manage the extra demands. A new VPN

do eventually return to something like
normal, those values will remain with us.
They will be especially vital for

server transformed our communications

professional accountants, whose role

speed and improved our ability to

will be crucial in managing our recovery

sustain home-working. In a digital

in the months and years to come.

AB

world there’s nothing to be gained from
cutting corners in digital investment but

Jenny Gu FCCA is chief executive officer

everything to be gained by embracing it.

at Richemont China.
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Co-ordinated action
Surviving the economic trauma wreaked by the pandemic will require businesses and
governments alike to move to a three-step crisis management response

W

ith eight out of 10 accountants telling a

The most severe impact is from a cashflow squeeze hitting

recent ACCA global survey they expect to

business viability. While government stimulus packages have

see a ‘significant downturn’ in the wake of

been introduced in many countries, most respondents say that

the Covid-19 pandemic, ACCA

it is too early to tell how these will

has warned that business and

make a difference.
It is the smaller organisations that

government must act, analyse and
anticipate to mitigate the damage
inflicted by the crisis.
ACCA’s latest global economic
conditions survey sends a clear and
urgent message to governments
across the world. According to
the research, organisations across
the world in both the public and
private sectors have expressed
deep concern about the impact of
the Covid-19 crisis on their people,
productivity and cashflow.

20

Some 80% of
business leaders
believe their
organisations are
facing a significant
downturn in
expected revenues
and profit

are suffering most. As Jamie Lyon
of ACCA’s professional insights
team says: ‘Everyone is hurting, but
particularly smaller organisations.
Financing and cashflow are concerns
to everyone, but even more so for
small entities, with 40% of them not
having a business continuity plan.’
Overall, the survey reveals that
some 80% of business leaders
believe their organisations are facing
a significant downturn in expected
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Shut for business: economies will contract as a result of
lockdowns – France expects its economy to shrink by 8%
in 2020 after extending its lockdown measures to 11 May.

The way forward

*

has passed.

already freezing recruitment. One-third of organisations do not
‘For many of us, the face of work has changed overnight,’
Lyon says. ‘In the short term, leaders are facing a very
difficult operating environment when it comes to employee

international organisations in delivering support packages
that may need to remain in place long after the pandemic

revenues and profit year on year, with one in five organisations
have a business continuity plan in place, the survey says.

Governments must look to work closely with business and

*

Financial institutions must do their part in keeping cash

*

Governments must do what they can to reduce the risks

flowing to hard-hit businesses during their time of struggle.
taken on board by large financial institutions, such as by

productivity and engagement, along with stifled and stalled

underwriting a proportion of lending or by incentivising

customer demand, supply chain disruption, people mobility

bank support for smaller businesses.

issues, product and service delays or deferments, investment
challenges, and so on. All this, of course, affects the financials,

*

as fundamentally all these blows are interconnected. But what
is heartening to see is many organisations’ commitment to
ensuring the health and wellbeing of employees, customers
and other stakeholders first and foremost.’
ACCA recommends that organisations adopt the following
three principles for crisis planning:

Governments must work together to develop national and
international exit strategies to support economic recovery
following the pandemic.

*

Businesses, particularly the most profitable and those
least affected by the pandemic, must expect to work with
governments to do their part to save smaller businesses,
which may form part of their supply chains, from going
under as a result of the crisis.

*

Act to respond in a sustainable manner, and focus on

*

Analyse the different information sources to secure
your organisation.

organisations to plan properly,’ says Lyon. ‘The Covid-19

*

Anticipate the business impact and future trends.

pandemic poses very different challenges compared to

employees and stakeholders.
‘The main issue is uncertainty, which affects the ability of

previous colossal economic shocks. Governments and central

Government’s role

banks therefore need to think and act fast to mitigate the

These ‘three As’ are just as relevant for governments and

consequences as economies grind to a halt.

policymakers in their response to the pandemic. ACCA argues

The report urges governments to avoid complacency. With

that governments need to move to ensure businesses have

one-third of the survey respondents unsure of the effectiveness

the support necessary to overcome the immediate cashflow

of government economic packages, policymakers must

problems caused by the shutting down of economies in order

analyse the effectiveness of the measures they have put in

to tackle the spread of Covid-19.

place, in real time.
As the report declares: ‘The economic impact of Covid-19

Key survey findings

*
*
*

57% say staff productivity has been negatively affected.

will be long-lasting. Some businesses will be hurt more than
others and, conversely, some will recover faster than others.
‘Government thinking in the mid-term response needs to

37% are experiencing cashflow problems.

anticipate what measures will need to be in place to support

29% say customers have stopped or reduced purchases

and enable viable businesses to recover. This will require both

because they are in an affected region.

long-term thinking and mid- to long-term support to save jobs

*
*

24% are having to defer launch of new products or services.

and enable a return to sustainable growth.’

*

53% of organisations have not yet been able to do a

AB

24% say customers have stopped or reduced purchases as
their supply chain has been disrupted.
financial reforecast, perhaps due to the fast-evolving scale
and duration of the pandemic alongside the necessary
social distancing controls put in place by governments,
which have created vast uncertainties for businesses.

Philip Smith, journalist
More information
Find out more on the survey’s findings at bit.ly/ACCAcovid-survey or listen to the webinar at bit.ly/ACCA-covidwebinar. More ACCA guidance around Covid-19 is available
at accaglobal.com/covid-19.
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Game over?
The coronavirus has paralysed major sports events all around the world. We explore
the future for the top tournaments against a backdrop of financial uncertainty

W

ith this year’s Olympics and the Euro 2020

qualifying games and the 51 matches from the group stage

football tournament both postponed until next

through to the final, originally scheduled to take place on

year, the Wimbledon tennis championships

30 May in Istanbul. Due to the coronavirus lockdown, a total of

cancelled, and plans for European football seasons to be

17 games are still to be completed, including the second leg

completed behind closed doors, the financial landscape for

of Manchester City’s last-16 match against Real Madrid.
Based on a formula that distributes total income evenly

major sporting events remains on a knife-edge.
Experts estimate the five big leagues in European football
combined (Spain, Italy, England, France and Germany) stand to

Champions League game from TV and sponsorship, so the

lose US$4.4bn if their seasons are voided due to the Covid-19

17 games still to be played represent US$334m in unfulfilled

outbreak. These losses will be reduced to around US$685m

obligations. However the latter stages of the competition

if the remaining games are played in empty stadiums. While

have a higher value; according to sports property experts, the

the five European leagues cannot

outstanding games are worth 30%

avoid taking a financial hit, the bulk

more than earlier matches, meaning

of the losses will be avoided if they

those remaining games could be

fulfil their contractual obligations
to broadcasters and sponsors by
completing their domestic calendar
for the 2019/20 season.

Hefty damage
With the shadow of catastrophic
financial damage hanging over the
sport, the regional governing body
Uefa has outlined plans to extend
the football calendar deep into

‘It’s impossible
to find insurance,
which means there
is no certainty in
terms of being
able to reschedule
major sporting
tournaments’

the European summer, arguing it is
better to hold the remaining games

worth around US$435m. The rest of
Uefa’s potential losses come from
the Europa League, based on current
contract valuations.
While the Olympics in Japan and
the Euro 2020 tournament have
been pushed back until 2021, doubts
remain about whether it will be safe
to allow any major sports event to
be held in 12 months’ time in front
of tens of thousands of people. The
International Olympic Committee
(IOC) has been exploring ways to

behind closed doors than not to play at all. The option of

scale back the Olympics, including reducing the presence of

ending seasons prematurely (and how to decide relegation

broadcasters and sponsors at the event.

and promotion) has been discussed. As we went to press,

Sport could be played out in empty stadiums ‘for another

European leagues had been given until 25 May to tell Uefa

18 months’ until a vaccine is developed, according to Zach

whether they want to complete or cancel their seasons,

Binney, an epidemiologist at Emory University in Atlanta,

although Uefa aims to complete its lucrative Champions

Georgia. ‘As a scientist, I hate to say I am ever 100% sure

League and Europa League competitions by this August.

about anything, but I am as close to 100% as I’ve ever been

Uefa faces devastating losses put at US$660m if its

that we cannot return to filled-to-capacity stadia until we have

Champions League and Europa League tournaments are not

a vaccine. The best guess is about 18 months – could be a

completed, largely as a result of failing to meet its commercial

little more, could be a little less.’

and broadcast obligations. Uefa had expected to generate a

Likewise, ticket sales look bleak for the foreseeable future.

combined US$2.95bn through TV rights and sponsorship deals

While sports fans will probably want to watch live sport again

from its two major international competitions this season.

as soon as possible, they may want to do so only when it is

Broadcast and commercial agreements for the Champions
League cover 149 matches this season. This includes 98

22

across all games, Uefa earns an average of US$20m per

safe. Surveys of US sports fans suggest that three-quarters
would be unwilling to go to a live game until there is a vaccine.
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The 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games have been postponed
by a year and may be scaled back when they are held.
Italy’s Serie A is one of Europe’s big five leagues that
have been playing football matches behind closed doors.
Wimbledon is in line for an insurance payout of US$140m
after the tennis tournament was cancelled.

Sports analyst Peter Rohlmann says: ‘Long-term, there is

investment it makes in each host city. Insurance sources

unlikely to be a decline in the sales of season tickets or in

estimate it pays a premium of 2%–3%, giving a bill of around

attendance at games. However, the question is: how soon will

US$25m to insure the Tokyo event.

this actually be possible?’

Munich Re is a provider of cancellation insurance for Tokyo,
for an amount running into hundreds of millions of dollars.

Insurance worries

The policy covers setbacks ranging from war to natural

Uefa officials refuse to confirm whether sufficient insurance

disasters. While most large event policyholders purchase

cover is in place for the rescheduled Euro 2020. A spokesman

communicable disease coverage, pandemic insurance is likely

says: ‘Uefa does not disclose any information on such

to move from being a niche product to an essential one for

arrangements, but we are obviously conducting a careful

sports organisers in the future.

assessment of risks in connection with the staging of Uefa Euro

Wimbledon is to receive an estimated insurance payout

in 2021 (as we are for all of our competitions) and will put in

of US$140m, following its decision to cancel its tennis

place any additional measures as appropriate.’

championships, originally scheduled to run from 29 June to

The IOC takes out US$800m of protection for each summer
Olympics, which covers most of the approximately US$1bn

12 July. The event organiser, the All England Lawn Tennis
Club, has bought pandemic insurance for the past 17 years,
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‘Insurers of sporting events are working around the clock

Big money

to help organisers keep the show on the road. Individual

Big spenders. Large-scale sponsors have spent the following

conversations are taking place, but only once the virus is

in recent years:

contained will it no longer be considered a substantial risk.’

$440m

Vivo
(Football World Cup 2018, 2022)

Tim Thornhill, director of sales in entertainment and sport at
Lloyd’s of London broker Tysers, agrees. He says: ‘Insurers aren’t
going to look at coronavirus until there is more certainty on how
it is spreading – and particularly when we know it has peaked,
and the likelihood of second or even third waves. It could be

$490m

months until there is enough clarity to allow any major sporting

Airbnb
(Olympics 2020, 2024, 2028)

event to get new cancellation policies covering coronavirus.’
Sponsors will need to factor this risk into their marketing and
sponsorship strategies in relation to all global sporting events.
Rohlmann says: ‘Companies that focus on the sports

$3.9m

landscape as a marketing platform will continue to sponsor

HSBC
(Wimbledon)

$110m

Heineken (Euro 2021)

their favourite sports partners. But they will be forced to
reconsider the volume and content of their sponsorship
strategies, as well as checking whether certain insurance

Big beneficiaries. Sponsorship and commercial revenues (not
including broadcast income) for major events include:

options or repayment clauses are possible.
‘Rights holders of major sporting events will also have
to agree certain get-out clauses for unforeseen events, as
sponsors are not going to be willing to pay big amounts for
“ghost events” or events that may not take place at all.
‘There is no marketing platform that can produce more
reach, more emotional impact and more true commitment

$3bn

than sport,’ says Rohlmann. ‘It is an easy game, and the

$800m
Euro 2021

Olympics 2021

language of sport is international and understandable by

$55m

marketing have little alternative, but safeguards will have to be
implemented for both sides.’

$1.5bn
World Cup 2018

everyone. Therefore advertisers who want to improve their

Wimbledon 2019

Sponsorship slump
Sports sponsorship expert Adrian Wright, CEO of Sporting

making it one of the few sporting events financially prepared

Group International, believes sponsorship valuations will fall.

for Covid-19. If Wimbledon had been postponed instead of

‘The post-coronavirus landscape for sports sponsorship could

cancelled, there would have been no payout.

look very different,’ he says. ‘It is extremely likely we will see a

Ben Carey-Evans, insurance analyst at GlobalData, says
Wimbledon learned from the Sars outbreak in 2003 and has

resetting of values. I would expect a reduction in values by as
much as 10%–20%.’

been paying US$1.85m per year in pandemic insurance ever

Wright expects sports sponsorship to become a buyers’

since. A number of insurers have recently excluded Covid-19

market. ‘Whether the property in question is a sponsorship

from event cancellation policies, and cover for the virus will

opportunity for a Premier League team shirt or a headline

not be included in any new policies until an antidote has been

sponsorship opportunity for a major sports tournament, it is

developed and is available, according to insurance experts.

difficult to see values simply re-emerging at pre-lockdown

Edel Ryan, from the special risks team at insurance broker

values. In time, the valuations will increase again, but it may

Marsh, says: ‘As things stand, organisations won’t get

take several years before tournaments and rights holders find

coronavirus cover for any major sporting event until we know

they are able to generate the same level of revenues for their

where we are with this virus. It is simply not available in any form.

property as they were pre-coronavirus.’

AB

It is impossible to find, and that means there is no certainty in
terms of being able to reschedule major sporting tournaments.
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Alex Miller, journalist
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CPD

Sustainability solution
At last, there is a single, reliable way to identify environmentally sustainable activities.
Barbara Davidson provides an update on the EU’s unified classification system

and climate change. Both require regional and

S

system for sustainable activities. The Taxonomy is part of

international coordination. Both are driven by

the European Commission’s 2018 Action Plan on Financing

environmental destruction and human impacts on wildlife.

Sustainable Growth and its Renewed Sustainable Finance

Both affect the wealthy and the poor differently. And both

Strategy. It supports the European Green Deal and offers

require significant investment to avoid dire consequences.

a science-based way to classify and compare sustainable

adly, many parallels can be drawn between Covid-19

For climate change, the European Union must invest an

But now there is, in the form of the EU’s unified classification

investments while reducing opportunities for ‘greenwashing’.

additional €175bn–€290bn (US$190bn–US$315bn) annually

It is designed to meet EU climate change mitigation goals,

to meet its climate and emissions targets. Globally, an

including net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, and

estimated €6.4 trillion a year (US$6.9 trillion) is required to

aligns with global ambitions such as in the Paris Agreement.

meet the Paris Agreement goals by 2030. The need to invest in

All this makes the Taxonomy a valuable resource and a

environmentally sustainable activities is clear, but until recently

means for closing the funding gap. By providing clear criteria

there has been no single, reliable way to identify what they are.

for identifying environmentally sustainable economic activities,
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it takes the guesswork out of sustainable investing and offers a

develop technical screening criteria for meeting climate

way for companies and investors to meet climate goals.

change mitigation and adaptation objectives while assessing
the do-no-significant-harm requirement for the other

The Taxonomy is a product of political and technical
processes. It will become law via

objectives. In March 2020 the TEG

the Taxonomy Regulation, with

published its final recommendations,

political agreement on the proposed

which include a technical report,

text achieved in December 2019.

a technical annex, and a summary

It focuses on economic activities
(rather than on companies). Under
the proposed regulation, an activity
is considered environmentally
sustainable only if it:

*

‘substantially contributes’ to at
least one of six environmental

CPD

objectives (see panel opposite)

*

does no significant harm to any

*

meets minimum social

of the other objectives

The Taxonomy
takes the guesswork
out of sustainable
investing and offers
a way for companies
and investors to
meet climate goals

spreadsheet mapping industry
classifications (based on the EU’s
NACE system of classification
of economic activities). A future
Platform on Sustainable Finance will,
among other things, identify the
economic activities and criteria for
the remaining objectives.

Taxonomy laid bare
The technical report reviews the

safeguards.

Taxonomy design and offers

The proposed regulation requires certain sustainability-related

implementation guidance for companies and investors,

disclosures. These requirements apply to ‘financial market

including: adaptation case studies; voluntary disclosures;

participants’ (eg, investors) selling financial products in the EU

methodologies for meeting the disclosure requirements;

and large companies within the scope of the EU non-financial

assessing an investee’s social safeguards, or Taxonomy

reporting directive (currently over 6,000 entities).

alignment, with insufficient data; and obtaining external

The European Commission formed an independent

assurance (although not yet required, this could change).

Technical Expert Group on Sustainable Finance (TEG) to

At the heart of the Taxonomy is the technical annex,
which includes technical screening

Taxonomy regulation disclosure requirements

criteria for 70 mitigation and
68 adaptation activities across
sectors that account for 93.5% of

Who

Investors

Non-financial reporting
directive
All

For products that are sustainable or
have environmental characteristics:
how, and to what extent,
the Taxonomy was used to
determine sustainability
which objectives the products/
investments contribute to
proportion of products/
investments that are Taxonomyaligned (separating enabling
and transition activities).
A disclaimer for all other products.

How, and to
what extent,
activities are
Taxonomyaligned

Reports, websites, pre-contractuals

Non-financial statements

First round: by 31 December 2021

Throughout 2022

*

What

Where
When

Non-financial

*
*

Proportion of
revenues (with
exceptions)
and capex
(and opex)
from
Taxonomyaligned
activities

EU greenhouse gas emissions;
methodologies for applying the
criteria; references to relevant
legislation or frameworks; and
rationale for including the activities,
criteria, metrics and thresholds.
The reports incorporate feedback
received on the TEG’s initial
proposals (see also ‘Green machine’,
AB, April 2020) and the Taxonomy
Regulation’s final wording. For
example, the proposed regulation
excludes power generated by solid
fossil fuels. In addition, the TEG

All objectives: by 31 December 2022 Throughout 2023

recommends excluding fossil fuel
storage and transport, and requiring
energy generation from gaseous or
liquid fossil fuels to meet stringent
thresholds to be Taxonomy-eligible.

26
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To stay effective, the Taxonomy must continuously evolve, so

The six golden goals

the TEG has recommended future amendments, including:

The Taxonomy regulation’s six environmental objectives are:

*

prioritising adaptation guidance and do-no-significant-

*

adding activities to, and considering links between,

*

addressing discrepancies between company and investor

*

increasing the stringency of criteria to match changing

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

including social objectives and activities that reduce

under way. Actual implementation dates are staggered

environmental harm (without calling them ‘green’).

by objective and user, with the TEG expecting full

harm criteria to include more economic activities
existing sectors
requirements

climate change mitigation
climate change adaptation
sustainable use and protection of water/marine resources
transition to a circular economy
pollution prevention and control
protection and restoration of biodiversity and ecosystems.

climate goals

The Taxonomy’s focus is the EU, although it could have global
application. However, some countries are developing their

implementation by 2023.
Climate change should not take a back seat to Covid-19.

own taxonomies. International consistency in environmental

Instead, we can learn from the similarities between these

criteria is crucial for avoiding market confusion and tackling

crises, including the value of early action. Tools such as the

climate change appropriately, so the TEG also recommends

Taxonomy can help us do just that – before it is too late.

AB

ways to harmonise across taxonomies.
Barbara Davidson formerly headed investor engagement for

What next?
The TEG will continue to advise the European Commission
until the Platform is operational (anticipated by the end
of 2020). Disclosures will be required once the Taxonomy
Regulation becomes law; the approval process is currently

the International Accounting Standards Board.
More information
Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Countdown challenge
Supreme Audit Institutions are key to helping the world meet the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals – and countries are going to need all the help they can get

T

he 10-year countdown to the 2030 target for

all the big issues of our times, including climate change and

achieving the United Nations’ Sustainable

inequality, while aiming to deliver decent work, economic

Development Goals (SDGs) has begun. But it is

growth, health and wellbeing, global peace and justice.

increasingly apparent that it is a target that will not be met.

28

The 17 SDGs are made up of 169 indicators and 232 targets.

A 2019 assessment of progress found that not a single

One of the challenges is the many difficult trade-offs involved.

country is on track to achieve all 17 SDGs on time – and this

For example, wider energy access may decrease air quality

was long before Covid-19 was thrown into the mix.

and have a negative impact on health and climate change,

The 17 interconnected social, economic, environmental

depending on the type of energy used. But there are also

and institutional objectives were agreed five years ago by all

synergies, where improvements in one goal area support

UN member countries. They range from ending poverty and

those in another. For example, improving the quality of public

hunger (SDGs 1 and 2) to revitalising the global partnership

education should boost the creation of quality employment,

for sustainable development (SDG 17). As a whole they tackle

gender diversity at work and improving GDP per capita.
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If the past five years have been a warm-up phase in SDG

Although the complete set of 17 SDGs are not likely to be

achievement, the UN has called the 2020s ‘the decade of

met in full by 2030, the journey towards their achievement is

action’. To encourage that action, it has set up a mechanism

of equal importance for governments. Many institutions and

of voluntary national reviews for countries to report on their

established ways of working will need to evolve along the way.

progress. Many countries are also developing online SDG
dashboards to help citizens see the progress being made.

Greer says: ‘This decade of action can be alternatively
understood as a decade of transition: moving from a model
that’s no longer fit for purpose to a more appropriate one

Key actors

that is more resilient to emerging risks, corrective of inherent

The national bodies doing the work of tracking progress on

market and governance failures, and capable of opening up

the SDGs are the Supreme Audit Institutions (SAIs). They have

new opportunities for all.’

been busy scrutinising the readiness of governments to deliver

Around the world, SAIs are holding governments to account

the multidimensional and cross-cutting objectives of the SDGs

on the ambitious agenda of the SDGs, and are already having

– monitoring implementation and identifying opportunities

an impact through their work in assessing progress towards

for improvement.

SDG achievement. But as ACCA’s report explains, that impact

A recent report from ACCA, Auditing the SDGs: Progress to

could be even greater. This is partly because achieving the

2030, highlights the vital role that SAIs can play in supporting

SDGs is a system-building process. SAIs, governments and

the global effort towards achieving the SDGs. SAIs are ‘key

civil society need to collaborate in their efforts to achieve the

actors’ in delivery of the SDGs, says Jimmy Greer, head of

SDGs. SAIs’ global approach to collaborative ways of working

sustainability at ACCA. ‘They have the people with the skills

could therefore provide a model for others.

and abilities to audit and track progress across the many levels

Collaborative advantage

where the SDGs are relevant.’
SAIs have developed standards, guidance and processes

SAIs have a strong ethos and practice of cooperative working,

to support new audit areas presented by the SDGs, including

despite constraints such as different languages and varying

auditing guidance on issues such as land use and soil quality

cultural, political and economic development contexts. They

to combat desertification.

have already developed peer-to-peer collaboration on SDG

ACCA’s report highlights just some of the SAI audit work

audit projects and have established global and regional

around the world related to SDG achievement. In Europe,

knowledge-sharing systems and processes. They are also

for example, the European Court of Auditors undertook a

developing further learning tools and resources, such as the

project to assess whether moves by the EU to protect human

massive open online course (MOOC) on SDG auditing that has

health from air pollution have been effective. It found that

been created by SAI Estonia.

although air quality has benefited from emission reductions

ACCA’s report suggests the delivery of the SDGs by

(even pre-Covid-19), citizens’ health is still heavily affected

governments could be improved by finding more ways to

by air pollution. Several of the EU’s air-quality standards

incorporate SAIs into SDG assessment as early as possible.

were found to be weak, with member states often failing to

For example, SAIs could help improve governments’

comply with them. The auditors’

understanding of the many

recommendations included

dimensions of the SDGs and so make

prioritising air quality in EU policies

government planning and decision-

and doing more to improve public
awareness and information.
In Canada, provincial audit offices
worked with the Office of the Auditor
General to look at climate risks and
action plans. The project found
that most of Canada’s provincial
governments were not on track to
meet their various climate change
commitments (such as emissions
targets) and that far greater action
was required countrywide.

‘This is a decade of
transition: moving
to an SDG model
that is more resilient
to emerging risks,
and corrective of
inherent market and
governance failures’

making more coherent.
SAIs could also have a wider role in
raising awareness among civil society
of the progress being made towards
achieving the SDGs, particularly
by ensuring their audits are highly
visible. In this way, they could
increase the impact of their audits
and the pressure on governments to
implement audit recommendations.
Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Made for the long game
In the drive for sustainability, professional accountants find themselves in the midst
of a battle against forces powerful enough to wipe businesses out

I

of how to truly demonstrate its purpose, the current

Six of the toughest

Covid-19 pandemic must be it. With the global economy

The six main challenges for today’s financial professionals,

caught up in a ferocious struggle with the crisis – in particular,

as identified by ACCA’s report Accountants, Purpose and

trying to survive the associated containment measures and

Sustainable Organisations, are:

industry shutdowns – the role and purpose of the professional

*
*
*
*
*
*

f the accountancy profession ever needed an example

accountant is has come to the fore as never before.
Within a month of the Covid-19 outbreak in China, analysis by
professional accountants, professional bodies and government
agencies saw skillsets from across the business and financial
world brought together in a collaborative endeavour to provide
insight on the likely economic impact by producing modelling

technology
social and environmental
shifting demographics
global systemic shocks
geopolitical shifts
regulation.

forecasts for the world. Practical business, accountancy, tax and
assurance guidance is now being developed for organisations

Drawing on ACCA’s resources and on external sources, the

of all sizes by professional accountants. And they will be the

report shines a light on how a focus on the public interest,

ones who help organisations navigate this unprecedented

backed by a clear grounding in ethics, plus business and

global systemic event and return the world to sustainable

financial expertise developed through lifelong learning,

economic growth.

puts professional accountants at the centre of sustainable

This is one of the conclusions of a new, far-reaching ACCA
study that investigates the pivotal role that accountants can
play in how organisations create, protect and communicate

organisations. This is the essence of what it means to be a
professional accountant in the modern world.
As the report says: ‘Across almost every aspect of business,
professional accountants help organisations navigate

their long-term value.

challenging and competitive operating environments, thereby

Central to value

creating new value streams. Equally, the profession retains

In Accountants, Purpose and Sustainable Organisations,

fundamental stewardship responsibilities for protecting the

the report’s author Sharon Machado, ACCA’s head of

value created for the long term, and for communicating

business reporting, describes not only the challenges facing

organisational action and performance in a transparent, reliable
and responsible way.’

organisations around the world, but

Machado points to six key drivers

the central role that professional
accountants will play in supporting

of change that all organisations face,

and promoting these organisations

irrespective of the current pandemic.

as they seek to demonstrate
sustainable value to investors and
other stakeholders.
‘Accountants recognise that to
be a sustainable organisation you
need to think beyond just making
profit,’ Machado says. ‘This means
working with all resources – not just
with financial capital, not just with
investors, but with social, intellectual,
natural and human capital.’

30

Organisations need
to tell stakeholders
their story, and
accountants can
not only supply the
narrative but also
validate it

The first of these is digital innovation.
Technology is transforming how
businesses go to market, not
only opening up new growth
opportunities, but also creating
new competitive and organisational
threats. Challengers are rapidly
attacking more established and
complex organisations, offering wider
and easier access to products and
services that until recently would have
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been out of reach for many consumers. This wave of disruption

innovation are stifled. Too little, and opportunities abound for

also extends to the public sector, which provides many more

the ruthless squeezing of social and environmental capital.

services to a wider swathe of the population.
The second challenge is social and environmental capital.

These six drivers are key to how accountants evaluate their
purpose, according to the report. ‘In organisations, there are

There is a growing public expectation that businesses

very few roles that can encompass these drivers in the same

should act as good corporate citizens, serving a far wider

way that accountants can,’ Machado says.

set of stakeholders than just their immediate shareholders.
Organisations have to manage a tricky balance between what

Professional purpose

are often mutually exclusive stakeholder wishes.

Accountants serve the wider public interest. It is, if you like, in

Then there are shifting national demographic trends, which

their DNA. Whether by capacity building and supporting the

create business threats and opportunities in equal measure.

development of communities and national economies, or by

The shape of the workforce in many countries is transforming,

setting standards and frameworks within with organisations can

and consumer diversity is mounting. Sustainable organisations

legitimately operate, accountants are well placed to serve and

will be adapting to these changes.

protect the public interest.

The fourth challenge comes from the need to weather global

They are also value creators. As the report says: ‘The

systemic shocks. We are currently living through the impact of

ways in which a business creates value are influenced by its

Covid-19, having previously endured the financial crisis of 2008,

business model, its strategy, and the particular goals of the

which threatened the near-collapse of the international banking

organisation.’ Professional accountants are essential in the

system. Who knows where the next shock will originate?

formulation of strategy and the allocation of capital, and key to

Perhaps it lies in the fifth challenge of geopolitical

understanding and directing appropriate investment strategies

shifts. Trade wars, the break-up of

to create long-term value for the business. They help set

economic blocs, and political and

appropriate strategic and financial goals linked to the purpose

social instability present both

of the organisation. And they are protectors as well as creators

opportunities and threats.

of value: organisational success needs protecting, and value

Business does not like

creation has to be sustainable.

uncertainty, but uncertainty can

Organisations need to tell stakeholders their story, and

be the catalyst for innovation in

accountants are well placed to communicate one that

business models and operations.
Finally comes regulation.
Too much, and creativity and

is ‘true and fair’. Whether it is how the organisation
is adapting to the challenges set out in the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (see page 28),
or reporting the impact it has on the
environment and society, accountants
validate the story.
The report concludes by
highlighting accountants’
ethics, integrity, and technical
and professional expertise,
as well as the elevated
connectivity that comes from
their business, regulatory
and societal networks.
‘Accountants need to
understand just how
valuable they are,’
Machado says. ‘They
need to be at the centre of
good business.’

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
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There for each other
Encouraging a culture of compassion in the workplace can boost happiness,
improve self-esteem and lead to better performance, says Dr Rob Yeung
The idea of compassion in the
workplace may seem irrelevant or even
incompatible with running a business.
However, research suggests that

How are you?
Watch our video with Dr Rob
Yeung on being compassionate at
bit.ly/ACCA-RobYeung.

demonstrating compassion may reduce
stress and boost performance – both in

seen has having a socio-comparative

others and ourselves.

purpose: it conveys information that

CPD

Psychologists broadly conceive of

is in a better position (for example,

distress, which motivates actual action

more intelligent, resourceful, secure

to help. More specifically, academics

or emotionally stable) than the person

led by Clara Strauss at the University

being helped. As such, compassion

of Sussex considered compassion as

may signal that a person is ready and

having five elements:

able to oversee others. The fact that

*

noticing and recognising distress in

compassion may boost one’s leadership

an individual or group

prospects is likely most relevant in

*

understanding the universality of

organisations with flatter hierarchies and

distress in human experience

in which leaders are promoted based on

*
*

feeling empathy for the distressed

merit rather than tenure.

feelings aroused in response

Boyatzis at Case Western Reserve

*

taking action to alleviate

University have assembled evidence

that distress.

showing that leaders who coach with

tolerating any uncomfortable

compassion may get better results.

component of compassion. Empathy is

Employees who feel fearful tend to

about feeling; compassion requires that

be defensive. In contrast, those who

action is taken to help.

feel that their managers sincerely care

result of workplace issues including high
workloads, project failures, demanding

32

Behavioural scientists led by Richard

Empathy is considered just one

People can experience distress as a

Employees who feel
that their managers
sincerely care
about their welfare
are more open to
possibility and
learning

the person behaving compassionately

compassion as a sensitivity to another’s

about their welfare are more open to
possibility and learning.
Other studies show that employees

clients, difficult colleagues, feelings

who receive benevolent or generous

of uncertainty and so on. But life also

behaviour in turn become more

throws up challenges such as illness,

considerate and altruistic. As a result, a

grief or calamities such as terrorism,

leader who coaches with real concern

natural disasters or pandemics.

for others may trigger a cascade of

Management researchers led by
Shimul Melwani at the University of

similar behaviours in colleagues.
Organisations have a culture of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill found that

compassion when individuals candidly

compassionate behaviour by individuals

express their thoughts, commonly talk

was associated with the perception that

about their feelings, and openly share

those individuals were more leader-

stories about their home and work life.

like. In this context, compassion can be

In contrast, other workplaces may have
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unspoken rules that employees either

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

suppress personal feelings or express

Q

them only with great care as if their
emotions are shameful.
As a leader, you can

My emotional state
ranges from being slightly

sad to fairly overwrought about

demonstrate compassion simply

the state of the world, health

by asking the question ‘How are

of loved ones, career and

you?’ more, and then patiently

everything else. What can I do?

A

giving people the opportunity to

When you are feeling overwhelmed, it often

voice their thoughts and feelings
without fear of repercussion.
Sometimes, merely listening and

helps to write down your specific concerns.

Experimental studies show that the mere act of writing
down both thoughts and feelings can help to improve people’s mental

showing concern for others can be a

wellbeing. Once you have written what you are thinking and feeling, you can start

compassionate action.

to make a plan about practical actions you can actually take to improve your current

Helping others may also help
yourself. Social scientists headed by

situation or prepare for the future.
Imagine for a moment that I ask you to multiply 37 by 29 in your head. It would

Hooria Jazaieri of the University of

probably take you several minutes and there’s a good chance that you could make a

California, Berkeley observed that a

mistake. However, if I allow you to use pen and paper, it would take you only seconds

nine-week programme of structured

and you are much more likely to get the right answer. So avoid worrying in your mind

compassionate activities led to a

alone. Direct your energies by writing things down so that you can structure your

decrease in anxiety in experimental

thoughts and decide how best to deal with things.

participants. In terms of managing

Not everything can be within our control, though. Consider engaging in mindfulness
for just a few minutes a day; substantial research evidence suggests that

shifted away from using suppression

mindfulness has multiple benefits for psychological wellbeing including reduced

strategies – which psychologists believe

stress and anxiety. Furthermore, one investigation found that only two weeks of

are less flexible and effective for

mindfulness practice improved exam performance in students because it helped

managing negative emotions.

their minds to wander less. So you may possibly become more productive, too.

Another study led by Myriam

CPD

stressful situations, the participants also

Have a look for some of the free resources online. There are dozens of audio tracks

Mongrain of York University in Canada

provided by the Centre for Mindfulness Research and Practice at Bangor University

found that just one week of practising

(cutt.ly/CMRPaudio). Or you could download the free audio tracks (cutt.ly/RYmindful)

compassion boosted happiness and

that I recorded to go alongside of my book, The Confidence Project.

self-esteem in 719 adults. Furthermore,
the slight but measurable benefit lasted

Tips for the top

for at least six months, showing that

If you are job hunting in a few years’ time and get invited to interview, I can imagine

practising compassion may provide

more than a few managers asking questions such as ‘What action did you take to

lasting mental health gains.

develop yourself during the pandemic?’ or ‘How did you keep yourself productive

AB

while social distancing?’ The manner in which you behave in the coming weeks may
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

have important implications for your career. I hear some friends

psychologist at leadership consulting

and acquaintances saying they are bored, which implies

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.

that they have spare time but are not filling it usefully.

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung.
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com.
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

Consider taking up at least some activities that fulfil a
valuable purpose. These do not have to be directly
related to your work – for example, you could read a
book about economics, do an online history course
or improve your language skills. However, it may be
useful to choose at least a few activities to be able to
show future employers that you were self-motivated
and disciplined when others floundered.
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The complete package
We examine the role of a Big Four audit analytics manager, the skills and experience
required, how to get into the specialism and where it can take you in your career
‘Data is your oyster.’ So says Tee

learn and relearn is more important.

Chong Yu FCCA, audit analytics senior

‘There are a multitude of tools being

manager at Deloitte Singapore. ‘The

created on an ongoing basis, and as

stories that data can tell are endless. I

we analyse a given set of data, the

get a sense of satisfaction when I see

previous assumptions that we held true

the amazement on my colleagues’ or

may be dispelled,’ he says.
Importantly, given the need to

clients’ faces when I tell them a story
they’ve known all along but never had

communicate stories, the ability

the data to back it up.’

to distil large sets of data from
disparate sources and form a clear

What Big Four audit teams can
deliver to clients has come a long

and cohesive picture for people

way thanks to advancements in data

with differing levels of expertise and

capture and analysis. At Deloitte, Chong

understanding is also a must.

Yu leads a dedicated audit analytics
team that sits within the audit function.

Getting in and getting on

‘We are committed to embedding

The importance of the field saw

analytics in the audits that we do for all

ACCA add a data analytics unit to

our clients,’ he says.

its Ethics and Professional Skills
module in 2019. But it is still a

The role

relatively new area, and education

Simply put, the role involves providing

and training around it remain in their

data analysis-driven insight to audit

infancy, which leaves on-the-job

team colleagues and clients. It is

experience and, above all, a desire to

most effective when delivered as part

learn, as key routes in.
Chong Yu came from an audit

of a broader integrated team that
can include data scientists, analytics

background but forayed into analytics

professionals and other subject

by expressing a desire to do more

matter specialists alongside the core

than the conventional audit. Now,

audit team.

he’s supporting the field’s progress
by lecturing on a newly initiated

The role also means pushing adoption
and integration of data analytics within

audit analytics course at Singapore

an organisation by advising practitioners

Management University, run in

about how they can better utilise data

conjunction with Deloitte.
‘I got hooked on data analytics due

analytics in their audits.

to the belief that audit is more than just

‘When I first started out, data analytics

signing off a “true and fair” opinion on

used to be a differentiator,’ says Chong

34

Yu. ‘Today, it’s expected to be used in

Key skills

the audit report,’ he says. ‘Auditors also

an audit. The differentiating factor now

While skillsets that include an ability

act as an independent third party able

is how well the analytics procedures

to code in SQL, Python or R, coupled

to add value to the businesses that we

can be tailored to fit a client’s business

with knowledge of visualisation tools,

are auditing.’

environment and identify relevant

are considered necessary, Chong

insights for them.’

Yu believes having the aptitude to

AB

Neil Johnson, journalist
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Support and lead
Leading through the Covid-19 pandemic has tested many senior professionals. As we
enter the next phase, Dina Smith looks at strategies to re-engage your team
The Covid-19 pandemic upended

after 9/11, employees described how

transparency as possible. Deliver

our reality in unprecedented ways.

important it was to hear their leader’s

ongoing updates instead of waiting until

And while we are arriving at a

voice – whether in person or through

you have all of the answers. No one wins

new normal, the necessity and

calls, email or social media.

when your team is left in the dark.

significance of having to navigate
and lead in uncertain times is as

decide what to communicate to your

Maintain your empathy

pronounced as ever.

team and what to withhold. It’s easy

Levels of fear, stress and anxiety across

to assume that ‘they probably already

are up. From the loss of normalcy and

effects and restructuring of our

know’ or ‘they don’t need to know that’

connection, to anxiety around getting ill,

economic and social order, how can

or ‘they can’t handle that news right

to fears of the economic tolls, the crisis

you continue to support yourself and

now’. But the reality is that if you don’t

has not been easy for anyone. There has

your team, and grow even stronger?

communicate frequently and clearly,

also been the real loss of human lives,

The strategies below will help you to

your people will fill in the blanks and

and you and colleagues may be grieving

effectively lead yourself and others

likely go to worst-case thinking. This

for loved ones.

through the next phase of the pandemic

tendency is especially the case as

and shape the ongoing challenges to

people may still be in an elevated state

for team members and colleagues

your advantage.

of stress and brains are on high alert

who may still feel disoriented. Strive

scanning for potential threats.

to be fully present and to listen

As we adjust to the ongoing ripple

Communicate regularly

36

To be sure, it can be challenging to

Continue demonstrating empathy

Provide as much clarity as you can

actively and without judgment. You

Providing frequent updates is vital. We

on company policies, procedures and

should also try to put yourself into

know it helps ease employee anxiety:

direction, including how decisions

your co-worker’s shoes; by seeing

in a study of crisis communication

are being made. Offer as much

the world through their eyes, you’ll
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be able to help them stay calm and
focused. If you are still feeling fearful

*

or anxious, know that this is normal
and be self-compassionate. As a senior
professional and leader, staff will take
cues from you, so be sure to ‘put your
own oxygen mask on first’ and spend

*
*
*

What values or principles helped

and improvement. Crises also demand

you steer? Who or what did you

more rapid ideation, decision-making

stand up for?

and implementation, and, in doing so,

What new skills did you develop?

unfreeze organisational structures and

What did you learn about yourself?

processes that have hardened over

How did you stretch and grow as a

time. By helping us see systems in a

human being and a leader?

new light and demanding fast action,

time outside work enjoying the activities

As a team, conduct regular retrospective

crises can help unlock fresh ways of

that help you replenish yourself and

meetings to help you capture your

thinking and doing.

manage your anxiety. Your investment

team’s learnings and be more agile as

For example, the Sars pandemic in

in taking care of yourself is critical to

business conditions continue to shift.

2003 led to the explosive growth of the

bringing your best self to your work

Productive retrospective meetings can

then-small Alibaba and pushed it to the

and your team.

help your team boost efficiency, improve

forefront of Asian retail. The financial

communication, learn from mistakes and

crisis of 2008, which resulted in reduced

Capture learnings

improve morale through recognising

savings and income rates for a vast

The Covid-19 crisis has forced us to

and celebrating successes.

number of people, led to the rise of

Use the questions below to structure

live and work in new and different

asset-sharing companies such as Uber

ways – some unwelcome and

your retrospective. Keep the meeting

and Airbnb. And we already see shifts

uncomfortable. However, in shifting

fun and constructive, ensure everyone

in how consumers and businesses are

us out of the habitual into new waters,

has the opportunity to have their say,

behaving due to Covid-19.

the pandemic has created conditions

and be sure to record both learnings

ripe for learning. By choosing – as an

and follow-up items.

innovation in yourself and your team

individual, team or organisation – to

*

What is going right that we can

by creating conditions that support

repeat in the future?

more creative thinking, which is the

*

What isn’t going well, and how can

starting point for innovation. By

we avoid it in the future?

fostering an environment that supports

*

What should we do differently?

creativity and innovation, you can

see adverse circumstances as learning
opportunities, we can shape the
challenge to our advantage.
As an individual, consider the
following questions to build your

Harness this opportunity for

unleash the power of creativity to solve

self-awareness, find deeper meaning

See new possibilities

the problems you’re experiencing today

in this crisis and recognise your

Crises involve fundamental shifts that

and innovate for a more successful

personal growth:

create prime conditions for innovation.

tomorrow. See the panel below for tips

*

What strengths did you depend

They shine a spotlight on where

to boost creative thinking in yourself

on? What new strengths did

our systems are working or not, and

and in your team.

you discover?

highlight opportunities for innovation

Supporting others and improving
performance through proactive

Five steps to creative thinking
1. Sleep. Sleep boosts cognitive function and positive mood – both critical for
innovative thinking.
2. Unplug. When you can’t take a vacation, letting your mind wander or taking a
walk are simple, proven ways to increase creative thinking.
3. Collaborate. Find others with whom you can develop new ideas and solutions.

communication and empathy, capturing
individual and team learnings,
leveraging shifts to foster new thinking
and innovation – while we cannot be
sure about when the Covid-19 crisis
will end, these strategies can help you
shape the challenge to your advantage.

Recruit people who will help you build energy and momentum, complement

And when it’s all over, you’ll be able to

your strengths and bring diverse thinking.

look back and see that you made some

4. Experiment. An experimentation mindset and the willingness to occasionally fail

good come of it.

AB

can unlock creativity, produce rapid learning and lead to high achievement.
5. Reward. Recognise employees for innovative behaviours such as trying
something new. Celebrate the learning that comes from failure, too.

Dina Smith is an executive coach
and owner of Cognitas, a boutique
leadership development firm.
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The view from
Deep Shah FCCA, global head of finance and IT
for Eurocentres Language Learning

90%

I start checking emails

worked in both the private

en route to work to be

and public sector. The more

to Covid-19 puts 6.7

ready for the day. A typical

exposure you can gain at

million jobs at risk and could lead to

working day includes catch-

an early stage, the more

a negative GDP impact of US$452bn

up meetings with different

satisfying and rewarding

across Europe.

stakeholders, reviewing

your career will be.

Source: IATA

collapse in air traffic due

month-end tasks and
deliverables, dealing with

ACCA webinars have

finance, accounting and payroll queries,

helped me to keep up to date with

Loan holidays

and reviewing the status of projects.

the relevant technical developments.

Companies’ credit status will not be

Developing soft skills, such as

damaged by taking loan repayment

My main responsibility is to review

communication, working under

holidays during the Covid-19 crisis,

the entity’s global financial policies

pressure, independently and in a team,

according to a joint statement issued

and procedures. I implement

and being able to use different systems,

by Experian, Creditsafe, Dun &

internal controls and processes,

have all helped develop my career. My

Bradstreet and Equifax. ‘Once agreed,

monitor cashflow, negotiate better

biggest career achievement has been

lenders should not report a build-

terms with suppliers and customers,

completing the ACCA Qualification

up of arrears to the four designated

approve business cases and payroll,

because it was challenging to balance

credit reference agencies… ensuring

manage global finance teams, and

work, family and a social life. More

business credit scores are protected

have ownership of IT support and

recently, it has been becoming an FCCA

from this forbearance during the agreed

systems. My key contacts include the

and securing my current role.

timeframe,’ said Experian. Lenders to

shareholders, finance and non-finance

personal borrowers have been told by

departments, suppliers, customers and

After qualifying as a member, I joined

the Financial Conduct Authority that

financial services related stakeholders.

ACCA’s North London Network Panel.

those using temporary measures related

The qualification has allowed me to

to the coronavirus situation should not

The most immediate challenge is

develop and network with like-minded

have their credit status affected.

Covid-19 and implementing a business

individuals, and in return I have been

continuity plan. We are creating a

able assist ACCA to deliver its global

Rake joins Huawei

scenario-based forecast to predict

strategy and objectives.

Former KPMG International chairman

the impact of Covid-19 on our future

Sir Michael Rake has joined the board

cashflow and profitability. In the longer

Outside of work, I am an enterprise

of Huawei Technologies UK. Rake has

term I’d like to streamline all the

adviser for a careers company,

become a prominent business figure,

reporting and processes for the global

treasurer of my local residents’

having also been president of the CBI,

business. However, due to the infancy of

association and an NHS trust board

chairman of BT Group, easyJet and

the business and the differing standards

member. I really enjoy travelling

Worldpay, and director of Barclays Bank

of accounting and tax across our global

and experiencing new cultures

and S&P Global. He said: ‘At BT I saw

operations, this is still work in progress.

and traditions.

first-hand how Huawei worked with

My advice to those embarking on their
accounting career is to get as much
experience as possible by working in
different industries and roles. I have

AB

Corona support
See ACCA’s Covid-19 microsite at
accaglobal.com/covid-19 for updates,
guidance and support.

Britain’s leading operators to roll out
broadband, 3G and 4G. I look forward
to working with them again on the next
generation of technology.’
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Back to work
As businesses start planning for a return to work, managers should think about the
individual circumstances of their staff during lockdown to help them in the transition
Having survived the first phase of the

to safeguard their physical health,

increased levels of empathy, in that

crisis, when employees have been

you cannot begin to deal with any

you can see particular circumstances

asked to work from home where

atmosphere of anxiety and fretfulness.’

of individual team members and see

Geraldine Gallacher, managing

on whether to furlough individuals,

director of the Executive Coaching

managers are now looking to the

Consultancy, agrees: ‘Coming back

future. They know that the lockdown

is a lot harder than people might

very important in building empathy and

will eventually be lifted, but have no

think,’ she says. ‘The older generation

demonstrating that the business cares

idea how this will affect the continuity

may have been the most obviously

about its people. Businesses need to

of their operations.

vulnerable, but the lockdown will have

plan on the basis that everyone will have

and to be prepared for each one
in the same way they responded to
the initial lockdown through their
business continuity plans. ‘Re-boarding’
employees, either from homeworking
or a furloughed position, will require
managerial skills that have simply not
been used before – everyone will have
their own individual set of circumstances
and experiences, requiring managers to

This individualistic approach will be

As Yeung says: ‘There is incredible

create the need for managers to plan
for a number of different scenarios,

situation,’ she says.

different requirements, hopes and fears.

This known unknown will inevitably

‘Re-boarding’
employees from
homeworking or a
furloughed position
will require
managerial skills
that have not
been used before

individual variation in people’s ability to
bounce back after adverse situations.
Past research shows that even after
devastating hurricanes and tsunamis,
some individuals cope very well while
others may be affected to varying
degrees. It will be important to assess
the needs of individuals rather than
assuming that everybody will have the
same issues or treating them all as some
homogeneous group.’
Yeung urges businesses not to make

fine-tune their empathetic skills.

any assumptions when planning for the

So how are firms developing their
own strategies? ‘It is a cliché to say that

had a significant impact on younger

return to work. ‘Ask people how they

communication matters, but in the case

generations and parents with young

are, share some of your own concerns

of returning to work after Covid-19, it

children. Managers can fall into the

and vulnerability, be patient and give

is the listening part of communication

trap of generalising, so it is important

people time to tell you or show you

that will matter the most,’ says Dr

that they don’t assume everyone’s

through their behaviour what they may

Rob Yeung, business psychologist at

experience has been the same.’

need from you,’ he says.

must invest considerable time in asking

Get personal

for adjustments as people return to

people about their concerns, particularly

With this in mind, Gallacher suggests

work – it will not be the same as before.

about their physical health and safety.

that when managers begin to bring

As Yeung says: ‘Suppliers may have

It could literally be a case of life and

their teams back together again, they

gone bust or remaining customers

death, so it is imperative that managers

will need to focus on their emotional

may be reluctant to place new orders,

do not assume they have done enough

intelligence, and check in with people at

for example. So managers will have

to safeguard people’s health.

an individual level to find out how they

to accept that employees will not

are and what they have learnt during

always be able to get the same results

the lockdown period. ‘Video calls have

as before. It is not enough merely for

And there will be a need to allow

consultancy Talentspace. ‘Managers

‘Until you can demonstrate to
people that you have taken real action

40

how they have reacted to the current

possible, as well as tough decisions
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managers to have empathy for their

themselves. This could create additional

system than we did previously. We will

people’s concerns; they must show

pressures to create a ‘new normal’ of

undoubtedly see a greater proportion

through their actual behaviour that

remote working.

embrace remote working, although,

their employees really matter.’

Alastair Barlow FCCA, founder of
accountancy firm Flindr, is well used to

face-to-face social interaction is still
important – there has to be a balance.’

New working models

flexible working, but the lockdown has

Ultimately, much will depend on how

Many will have experienced

still raised questions. ‘At any one time,

how the lifting of the lockdown is rolled

homeworking for the first time,

a third would be at client sites, a third

out. Experiences from other countries

while others could have been

in the office and a third working from

can help us understand some of the

working in this way for some time

home. But even with our model, it’s

challenges businesses and their staff

prior to the lockdown. So people’s

made us question whether we need an

may face (see page 54).

experiences will be different, as

office the size we have and whether we

indeed will be those of the businesses

should operate even more of a hotelling

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
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Bold ambitions
As the FRC prepares to rebrand as Arga,
its new CEO Jon Thompson aims
to create an audit and governance
regulator fit for the 2020s

Jon Thompson doesn’t shrink from

reached a crescendo following a

‘an institution constructed in a different

a challenge. His resume reveals a

series of corporate failures, including

era – a rather ramshackle house,

catalogue of turnaround situations.

Carillion and BHS. The result was

cobbled together with all sorts of

Whether it’s the local authority that got

three independent reports (from the

extensions over time’.

into financial difficulties, the Ministry

Competition and Markets Authority,

of Defence with its funding time

John Kingman and Donald Brydon) that

assessment. ‘We need to transform

bomb, or the complexities of HMRC,

examined the effectiveness of the audit

ourselves into an organisation that

Thompson has tackled the thorniest

market and the FRC.

is fit for purpose and appropriately

Kingman’s report considered the

independent from all stakeholders,

had more than 20 years of going into

effectiveness of the FRC. It pulled no

including the government,’ he says.

potentially challenging situations and

punches, describing the regulator as

of organisational nightmares. ‘I’ve

So how does he plan to deliver on

being part of a team that improved

this ambition? The starting point for

things,’ he says.

transforming any organisation, he

It’s perhaps not surprising then that
Thompson’s latest complex puzzle is
how to transform the Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) to ensure consistently
high standards of corporate governance,
reporting and audit in the UK.
The FRC – which is expected to
be renamed the Audit, Reporting
and Governance Authority (Arga)
later this year – has been under
the microscope since the financial
crisis of 2008. Criticism of its work

42

Thompson agrees with that

‘There are fantastic
examples of best
practice, and we
need to be careful
not to create
a governance
regime designed
around failure’

argues, is a clear articulation of its
purpose. This is reflected in the FRC’s
recently published strategy, which states
that its purpose is ‘serving the public
interest by setting high standards of
corporate governance, reporting and
audit’ and ‘holding to account those
responsible for delivering on this’. While
this might sound like a reasonably
straightforward ambition, it represents
a major shake-up in how the FRC goes
about its business.
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‘There’s a lot you can learn from other

and I certainly don’t think it’s worse in

regulators,’ Thompson says. ‘Take those

the UK than elsewhere, but it does need

who regulate consumer markets, such as

some surgery. As our annual reviews

electricity. They put the consumer first.

show, quality needs to improve.’

Everything else comes after that. What’s

He also hints at a more confident

the FRC’s equivalent? We need to think

organisation that is prepared to take a

much more clearly about that and then

stand. On climate, for example, he talks

play it through the work that we do.’

of a need for the FRC to demonstrate

For an electricity provider, the

leadership. ‘If you talk to investors,

‘consumer’ is a clearly defined concept,

they want some consistency in terms

but the FRC’s consumers are much

of climate change metrics. I think

harder to pin down. ‘We think the

there are 11 international standards for

ultimate consumers of the outputs of

measuring the impact of companies

companies are not just shareholders,’

on the environment. Personally, I

Thompson says. ‘There’s a much wider
group of people who have a stake in
corporate health, including suppliers,

think that some combination of SASB
Thompson: shareholders are not the
only consumers of corporate outputs.

employees, communities, trade unions,

[Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board] and GRI [Global Reporting
Initiative] will give us the metrics needed

customers and so on. And it’s their

numbers by nearly 50% in the current

to measure the impact of organisations

opinion of the standards of corporate

financial year. To finance this, companies

on the environment and society in

governance, reporting, audit and of

and others are expected to substantially

the round. Until there’s some sort of

those responsible for delivering those

increase their contribution to the

IFRS equivalent for climate change or

standards that will be the ultimate

organisation. But, given coronavirus, is

environment, the FRC needs to get off

measure of the FRC’s success.’

that now realistic? Thompson is unsure:

the fence and say something about that.’

Making the FRC a consumer-

‘I do now have concerns about funding.

centric body requires a number of

We need to re-evaluate whether we can

New gold standard

changes. It has, for example, set up

actually deliver everything we said. Can

Thompson believes the reforms

a communications and stakeholder

we, for example, recruit the number of

proposed by the three independent

management group. Its remit is to ‘go

people we said?’ Expect more on this in

reviews could set a new gold standard

out, listen and reflect a lot more on what

the coming months.

for the global financial community.

people want and then fold that into our

We can also expect to learn

However, he recognises the many

work. It’s also there to question whether

more soon about the FRC’s future

challenges that lie ahead – not least, the

people think we’re doing the right

governance. Thompson’s emphasis is

difficulty of changing mindsets.

thing,’ explains Thompson.

on independence. ‘You have to talk to

‘It’s the behavioural change that

the people you regulate, but there’s

will take the longest,’ he explains.

Expertise expansion

a difference between that and them

‘The FRC works in a giant ecosystem.

The FRC also recognises the need to

sitting on your board – there are too

There are, we think, more than 13,000

revisit the expertise needed to deliver

many conflicts.’ The picture Thompson

organisations involved in our work,

its vision. ‘There are certain skills that

paints suggests he intends to take a

from listed companies to accountancy

we don’t currently have in enough

pragmatic approach to the regulatory

bodies, to senior professionals on

depth,’ Thompson says. ‘So we need

regime. While talking about the need

boards to auditors, to a whole range

to recruit people who understand the

to improve enforcement, for example,

of professional institutes. We need

various stakeholders, what investors

he is quick to underscore the need for

everyone to slightly raise their game

want and market intelligence. We need

balance. ‘There are fantastic examples

and then we need to raise our game too

more communication experts, forensic

of best practice in the market,’ he says,

to deliver what we ultimately need to

accounting skills and lawyers used to the

‘and we need to be careful not to create

for this country.’ It’s a bold ambition that

enforcement end of a regulatory regime.’

a regime designed around failure.’

ACCA will watch with interest.

The FRC has accordingly set out

On audit, he is equally measured:

an ambitious target to expand staff

‘Brydon said that audit wasn’t broken,

AB

Alison Thomas, consultant
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Beat the resilience burn
Companies are not in the business of predicting the next pandemic, but having robust
crisis management processes in place is a pretty good place to start, says Steve Giles

High-impact, low-probability risk

The documentation was missing any

disaster (even if some governments’

presents challenges for all leaders.

mention of Covid-19.

responses weren’t well planned).

Proper preparation can mitigate the
effects, but it is not easy to allocate

the board meeting, in late February

A wide risk lens

sufficient resources to something that

2020, so coronavirus was not on the

Directors are responsible for managing

may never happen. Awareness, sound

risk radar, although reports of deaths in

risk. They require assurance over the

judgment and resolve are required to

Italy were already circulating – the virus

principal risks – those that can impact

build resilience.

had spread from China to Europe. The

business model, reputation, solvency or

board agenda was out of date even as it

liquidity. This requires applying a wide

was being put together.

risk lens to capture all relevant future

The coronavirus catastrophe is no
exception. Consider the following
example. I conducted a board

44

The pack went out one week before

Company A operates in

events, including uncertain ones.

evaluation recently for Company A,

financial services, so its failure to

listed in London, an exercise that

recognise the virus threat early is

promote risk awareness:

included reviewing board packs.

understandable. But governments

The pack for the March 2020 board

have no excuse. The risk to citizens and

*

meeting was comprehensive and

economies of a pandemic, together

monitor the business environment

some 264 pages long. The meeting

with its likelihood, have been modelled

to identify emerging issues and

was held in the first week of March.

for years – Covid-19 was a predictable

early warning signs.

There are three key attributes that
Horizon-scanning. Directors and
managers should continually
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*

Developing a risk-aware culture.
Directors should aim to create an

Good contingency planning

organisational risk culture where

The key ingredients of effective crisis management, data recovery and disaster

everyone is encouraged to raise

response plans include:

their insights or concerns, which

*

assigning responsibilities to an appropriate team that will respond to events on

*
*

collating contact details of the crisis management team

*
*

ensuring that arrangements and technology for home-working are in place

*
*
*
*
*

planning and conducting ongoing training

can be accelerated to the board
where appropriate.

*

Avoiding complacency. Optimism
bias undermines effective
risk management. The initial
responses of many Western
governments to coronavirus look
complacent compared with those
of democracies in Asia Pacific. Put
simply, Hong Kong, Taiwan and
Singapore were ready for Covid-19,
their planning shaped by the trauma
of the Sars epidemic in 2003.

the ground, together with selecting the leader
engaging in detailed crisis planning, including scenario analysis and a first-hour
response checklist
preparing a media management strategy, including the selection of a
spokesperson and PR agency
carrying out rehearsals – from desktop exercises to full-scale simulations
ensuring that all data is backed up and that there is multisite capacity
undertaking regular reviews, including a periodic vulnerabilities audit
achieving board sign-off.

Company A’s actions are instructive.
The chief risk officer, aware of Covid-19,

Business leaders face tough decisions

A poll conducted by the Chartered

produced a briefing paper that became

too. Climate change is an example of

Governance Institute (ICSA) in April

the first substantive item of the March

a high-impact risk that directors often

found that 80% of respondents have

board meeting. His presentation led to a

struggle to manage effectively. There

confidence in how their board is

full discussion of threats to the business

is growing concern at ‘greenwashing’,

handling the pandemic. ICSA says: ‘This

and possible mitigating actions. The

while many companies fail to meet their

is testament to the crisis management

original board agenda was largely

reporting disclosure requirements. In

plans that most organisations already

discarded because directors appreciated

contrast, the Spanish group Repsol

had in place.’

the urgency of the situation.

became the first oil and gas company

Unfortunately, Company A had no

to set a target of net-zero emissions by

ready-prepared, board-approved crisis

involved, but it’s not always easy,

2050. Assets were reviewed, resulting in

management plan. Instead, the work

especially when the threats are not

an impairment charge of €4.8bn.

done on preparing for a no-deal Brexit

imminent. Drives for efficiency and

Directors have two techniques

Leaders must face up to the costs

has been dusted off. This provides

value for money help to explain the

available to mitigate high-impact risk:

a helpful framework, facilitating the

poor preparations for the pandemic of

*

Insurance. The transfer of a

assignment of responsibilities to a

proportion of risk to a third party

core executive team, effective home-

is an important risk management

working and weekly board updates via

tool. The board must ensure that

Zoom. There is no media management

its insurance strategy is aligned

strategy, though, and the directors are

with the business strategy and the

becoming concerned about inconsistent

corporate risk appetite.

messaging to stakeholders, as

Contingency plans. These are

communication shortfalls can damage

essential for effective crisis handling.

reputation and undermine resiliency.

various governments.

Leaders must face
up to the costs
involved, but it’s
not always easy,
especially when
the threats are
not imminent

*

There are two types: data recovery

From governments to companies,

and/or disaster response plans

leaders are discovering there is no

(securing the continuity of IT

substitute for proper preparation when

systems), and crisis management

it comes to handling a crisis.

AB

plans (emphasising effective
communications) – see the panel

Steve Giles is a consultant and lecturer

above for the key components.

in governance, risk and compliance.
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Cost conscious
With tough times set to continue for the foreseeable future, cashflow management is
more important than ever. David Kendall FCCA offers tips for saving on procurement
As we enter the third month of

Most businesses will have spends in 30

plugging any unnecessary financial

lockdown, there is no doubt that the

to 40 different categories of indirect

wastage, tapering down and adjusting

general impact of the crisis on UK

expense, many of which will be nominal

cost profiles, and implementing

businesses continues to be very tough.

values. However, combined together

contingency suppliers if incumbents

Some businesses will not survive, many

they will have a material impact on your

cannot trade. You can then assess

will take on additional debt, and the

P&L, they will be of significant value,

whether the costs can be adjusted or

fortunate few may flourish and prosper

and they will have the ability to bleed

the terms improved or paused.

in this environment. For the vast

your business of valuable cash if not

majority, however, the focus will be

controlled proactively.

to get on the road to recovery, reset,
open their doors again, and retain their

From an indirect expense perspective

is nearly always room for improvement.

there is no better time for a cost reset

employees and the brands they have

in your business. Now is an opportunity

worked so hard to build over the years.

to embrace change and become more

For the majority of sectors it is likely

strategic, to draw a line in the sand and

to be a gradual process of restarting the
engines and getting back up to speed.
Sales revenue will be a difficult line to
budget for until we have a clear vision
of the landscape, until our customers
and the general business environment
stabilises, and until we can assess the
impact of demand and supply chain in
our markets.
What we can do right now though is

take stock.

Most companies
are astute at
managing direct
costs; indirect
costs don’t get the
same strategic level
of focus

Below is how I would recommend that
you approach this process:

*

our business, and in particular invest

Indirect costs. Prepare a supplier
spend report and identify all indirect
suppliers. Your procurement team
may say that some supplier spends
have been looked at recently, but
look at them again – the devil is
always in the detail.

*

manage our cashflow, the lifeblood of

Supplier contracts. Assess where
you are contractually for every single

some focus on our cost base. Now

I have seen millions of pounds saved

supplier. Do you have a contract?

more than ever we need to control the

for FTSE 250 companies that have over

What are the terms and are they

costs and expenses leaving via the back

30 people in their procurement teams.

logged on the CRM system? What

door of our business, and manage the

To be brutally honest, the most common

may be a nominal £10,000 annual

debts that we are accruing and our

traits I see are complacency, naivety,

spend with a supplier could be a six-

contingent liabilities.

over-protectiveness and arrogance.

Most companies of any size are quite

Indirect costs may have always been

year and £60,000-plus commitment.

*

Saving opportunities in contracts.

astute at managing direct costs – raw

on the to-do list, but there was always

materials, goods for resale and people.

something more pressing that took

commitment and cover – is it

From a direct cost perspective there is

priority, and for that reason they

volume related, and can it be

unlikely to be anybody better positioned

were overlooked.

adjusted, or can you work with

than you or your leadership teams to

46

Time to take stock

When it comes to indirect costs there

In the current market, the best

What is the basis of your contractual

your supplier to make the terms

take the helm. It is the indirect costs, or

approach from a cost perspective

more flexible? Insurance and credit

‘everything else’ in the profit and loss

may not be on getting the best deal

insurance come to mind here, as

(P&L), that can often be overlooked, or

and making the most savings, but

do energy costs and any take or

not get the same strategic level of focus.

focusing more on supply chain delivery,

pay clauses – are you liable for the
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*

energy you didn’t use while factories

some nominal tail spends where

to hedge a deal to secure future

or premises have been closed?

they and their commissions could

savings? Often a supplier will

Authority. If you need to tighten

be cut out and you buy direct?

allow you to break a contract if the

Benchmarking against competition.

superseding contract extends the

What are your competitors doing?

term and commitment.

your belt, should you adjust down
your approval thresholds so that

*
*

smaller spends require higher levels

You may not want to engage

of seniority to authorise?

third-party consultants to do the

Cash boost

Payment methods. Have you

benchmarking, but there are other

If you are spending money that you

reviewed all standing orders and

ways of researching the market?

don’t need to spend, you can become

direct debits? Can you switch these

If you have shared suppliers, you

100% more efficient in these cost areas.

to BACS payments?

could ask them. Do you have

If a business spends £10m per annum

Cost conscious. Have you prioritised

personal network connections

on indirect costs and averages just 10%

all of your indirect spends in order

who work in other businesses in

reduced spend across all categories,

of how critical and important they

your sector? Who are the main

then that’s a £1m pure cash boost to net

are to your business? Not spending

competitor suppliers for those

profits and valuable funds that can be

money in the first place is the

goods or services? Get their views –

used elsewhere to add genuine value

best form of generating savings.

you will at least build rapport and a

to the business. Look at that in context

In the same way that we clear out

communication line going forward.

of your own business: if you have £50m

Quality. Are the products or

turnover and make £3m profit, then that

services you use the best quality,

extra £1m has just increased your profits

refreshing mindset with our P&L

most efficient, most durable, most

by 33%. How many goods or services

and budgets.

ethical or sustainable? What are

would you need to sell to generate

Supplier contingency. For all critical

the new solutions coming into the

£1m profit?

indirect suppliers, do you have

marketplace? You may not want to

contingency suppliers in place?

move to a new supplier, but what

and resources into your indirect cost

Carriage and logistics or food often

else could your current supplier

base and conduct a cost reset. You

come high up this list, but the

offer? Are they being as proactive

may well be pleasantly surprised by

same could be said for telecoms,

as they could be?

what you find.

our wardrobes at home from time
to time, we can adopt the same

*

IT, merchant cards, waste, cleaning,
etc. What happens if those suppliers

*

*

*

*

I recommend you invest some time

AB

Do deals now. Certain markets
are at the lowest price points seen

David Kendall FCCA is a partner at

go out of business and what impact

in the last decade, be it due to

Auditel UK.

would that have?

wholesale pricing, low demand or

Brokers. For spends where you use

high availability. Do you have

a broker or a middle man, what

awareness of the markets?

value are they adding? Are there

Is there an opportunity
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Pastures new
Farmers have long struggled against multiple negative forces, and the coronavirus
pandemic has simply intensified the need for even more innovation in the sector
As the global pandemic continues,

job often entails physical isolation

of food economics at the University of

businesses continue to suffer. All

from other people – were still out

Nottingham. ‘It’s a situation where wise

sectors of the UK economy are

working. Business decisions might

men are full of doubt.’

affected, but one is facing particular

have been taken out of the hands of

stress: agriculture.

many companies, but for the farmer,

Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR)

commercial decisions have never been

forecasts it will result in a 35.1% drop

more important, and now must be made

in the UK’s GDP in the second quarter

in a climate where nothing is sure.

of 2020, dwarfing the impact of the

While businesses in many sectors
were ordered to close, farmers – whose

‘Anyone claiming to know what the

‘Farmers have to
maintain their
current supply
chain but will need
the help of their
accountant and
bank manager to
do that’

48

The virus’s impact is extraordinary. The

2008 financial crisis. However, the OBR

long-term impact is of coronavirus on

also predicts a strong recovery in the

agriculture doesn’t know what they’re

third quarter that will win back much of

talking about,’ says John Strak, a

that lost growth. Farmers, though, face

consultant and agricultural economist

tough choices if they are to survive and

for more than 30 years and professor

make the most of this possible recovery.
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Advisers vital

can grow any fruit or vegetable on

are those who find opportunities.

Sarah Baker, strategic insights manager

Ben Nevis, but in Ethiopia sunlight is

Marketing, he says, is key. ‘To be a

at the Agriculture and Horticulture

free.’ The much more expensive UK-

good marketer, you have to think like

Development Board (AHDB), is under

grown green beans could not compete

a customer. You’ve got to find a way

no illusions as to the scale of the

in such a cost-driven market, and the

of putting your produce in front of

challenge and believes farmers will

gamble would have failed.

them. If you can do that, you’ll reduce

The position of the farmer isn’t

need expertise as never before. ‘I think

uncertainty. Don’t invest too much in
production – invest in marketing.’

accountants are going to be key to the

enviable, but positive action can make a

survival and recovery of the sector,’

difference. The AHDB has compared the

she says. ‘Farmers are used to volatility

top 25% of farms by performance with

home and purchasing habits changing,

and were already facing uncertainty

the bottom 25% and identified eight key

farmers with an online business have a

due to the challenge of Brexit, but

ways to maximise performance:

real opportunity.

this is extreme volatility. There are big

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

decisions to make.’
The collapse in demand from the
foodservice industry as the hospitality
sector closed down has had huge
implications for farmers, particularly
dairy farmers. Baker fears the sector
risks facing a ‘perfect storm’, as the

minimise overheads

With potential customers stuck at

But even farmers who adopt best

set budgets

practice face huge difficulties. Dairy

compare yourself to others

producers are tipping away milk,

understand the market

demand for expensive cuts of beef

focus on detail

has slumped as mince is now the meat

have a mindset for innovation

that consumers want for spaghetti

improve people management

bolognese, ornamental producers have

specialise.

seen garden centres close, fruit growers

Baker says: ‘All these things are in the

fear labour shortages and crops rotting

it impossible to exploit the forecast

farmer’s power. It doesn’t require huge

unpicked, and potato growers have lost

upswing in the third quarter after earlier

investment but relentless attention to

the UK’s chip shops.

moves to cut production. ‘The risk is

detail and cost management. These are

Strak fears that farmers won’t plant

of cheaper products from overseas

conversations that accountants need to

if they worry there will be no demand

becoming available as a result of new

have with their farming clients.’

for their produce, but as the pipeline of

production time lag in agriculture makes

food is used up this could result in major

supply chains,’ Baker explains. ‘Once
these are established, they’re harder

Embracing innovation

food supply issues. ‘Agriculture is sitting

to break. Farmers have to maintain

Dan Crowther FCCA, CEO at Thorne

on the next crisis,’ he warns. ‘Farmers

their current supply chain but will need

Widgery, a Herefordshire-based practice

are going to say, I’m not doing this any

the help of their accountant and bank

with many farming clients, recognises

more until someone guarantees the

manager to do that.’

these problems but is already seeing

price. This is what governments around

some change. ‘Farmers don’t always

the world need to be doing.’

Planning production on the
assumption of a Q3 upswing may

have great business skills; their trade is

Crowther says his clients are still

seem sensible, but if another spike in

farming,’ he says. ‘They like investing in

out in the fields farming. ‘They can’t

Covid-19 leads to a second lockdown,

machinery, but seeking new customers

furlough themselves – there are crops

with a further collapse in food-service

can be a different world for them. The

in the ground, and I see them fulfilling

demand, such a decision could be

sector can be slow to embrace new

their obligations.’ Agricultural workers

disastrous. ‘There will be investors

ideas, but the younger generation of

are the forgotten key workers. Largely

who stick their neck out,’ says Strak.

farmers is more ready to adapt to the

unseen, they have not had the attention

‘But it’s a gamble.’ Decisions could

digital world.’

given to the NHS, delivery drivers

involve whether to grow fresh produce

He also sees growing interest in

and retailers. But if farmers fail to get

such as green beans, as the global

entrepreneurialism. Clients with farm

support and choose not to take on

nature of Covid-19 potentially impacts

shops have done well recently, as

all the risk in this uniquely uncertain

agriculture in East Africa. Expensive

people tiring of the grim experience

environment, the resulting empty

polytunnels, machinery and packhouses

of supermarkets have turned to them.

shelves will show us just how vital

allow such crops to be grown in the

These businesses, especially those with

they are.

UK all year round, but it’s not as if cost

delivery services, have seen a boost.

is immaterial. As Strak points out: ‘You

Strak thinks those who will survive

AB

Matt Warner, journalist
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True purpose
With the Covid-19 pandemic throwing the business world into turmoil, professional
accountants are demonstrating just how much they can help in times of crisis
Jane has long wanted to start her

about the impact her business is having

and her investors that benefit from

own business and now has an idea

on the world around her. The accountant

accountants. Imagine how government

that could make her fortune. She

evaluates her non-financial position,

spending would be controlled without

turns to her accountant for advice

advising on environmental, social and

accountants. Who would be able to

on setting up the company, finding

governance issues. And when the

say how taxes paid by Jane and her

investment, getting the right invoicing

unexpected happens, like the Covid-19

company were being spent? For that

system in place, and making sure the

outbreak, her accountant will be there to

matter, who would be able to say how

books balance.

advise on the best way forward.

much the government had raised in the

One year on and the business is
going well, so Jane decides to take

Where would Jane be in a world
without accountants?

on staff. Her accountant advises on

This is as true at a local level as at a
national level – without accountants,

payroll and ensures the right amounts

Wild West

there would be no checks and balances

are paid at the right time, including

Imagine capital markets without finance

to counter political whims. Whether

tax contributions.

professionals. Jane’s investors rely on

providing funds for schools, repairing

company accounts when assessing

potholes or building the infrastructure

its third year, and Jane is developing

where to invest. These accounts need

that allows businesses like Jane’s to

more products and services. Her

to be accurate in order to give a true

flourish, local government projects

accountant advises on research and

and fair view of the financial state of

could run out of control without the

development tax reliefs. And as she is

the company. Who else apart from

financial discipline provided by the

now also working internationally, the

accountants would be qualified to

accountancy profession.

accountant helps ensure she complies

prepare these accounts, abiding by a set

with all import and export requirements.

of principles and standards that ensure

accountants, in finance ministries and

they provide a meaningful picture of

revenue collection agencies. Tax policy

financial health?

requires input from tax accountants

The business continues to grow into

A few years on with a now very
successful business, Jane’s backers are
looking to realise their investment. The

And, of course, ‘external accountants’,

Tax collection itself relies on

to ensure it will work and achieve the

accountant advises on the options: trade

or auditors, further mitigate the

desired outcomes. And if the current

sale, flotation or sale to other investors.

reporting risk. Jane and her investors

tax code appears complicated at the

At the same time, Jane is concerned

value an independent set of accountant

moment, imagine what it would be like

eyes, which add to the checks and

without accountants to interpret it.

balances. Imagine a world without

Without
accountants,
capital markets
would become a
Wild West – frontier
towns where the
only rule is that
there are no rules

If the worst happens and Jane falls

auditors, those specialist accountants

victim to a scam, what then? How can

professionally trained to provide that

fraud be fought effectively without

independent layer of financial scrutiny.

forensic accountants? Following the

Without such scrutiny, the capital

money is a key accounting skill –

markets, vital for business investment,

illegitimate bank transactions, money

would cease to work in any meaningful

laundering and tax evasion can all be

way. They would become a Wild West,

identified by accountants.

frontier towns where the only rule is that

Fraud’s bedfellow is corruption.

there are no rules. An investor might get

Whether that involves bribing

lucky and strike gold, but they would

directors to secure a lucrative contract,

more likely return home empty-handed.

government officials to influence public

But it is not just Jane’s business

50

first place through tax or bonds?

policy or customs officers to look the
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other way, at the forefront of the anti-

impact, and will continue to perform

risk and ensure all stakeholder concerns

corruption effort is the accountant. Who

an essential role as governments and

are addressed.

else would be able to investigate when

industry grapple with climate change.

something does not look like it adds up.

If something cannot be measured,
it does not get changed. Professional

Beyond the numbers

accountants have the skills not only

The skills needed to balance the

to measure the non-financial impact

books can also be put to good use

of economic activity, but to guide

elsewhere – anywhere there is the

individuals, businesses and governments

need for measurement and evaluation.

towards making better decisions. They

Accountants have long been in the

can advise on governance structures,

business of measuring environmental

social and environmental impact, assess

In short, accountants underpin global
sustainability. Jane’s world would be a
very different place without you.

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
More information
For resources and advice on Covid-19
issues, go to ACCA’s dedicated hub at
accaglobal.com/covid-19.
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The view from
Prakash Bohorun FCCA, principal of Bohoruns Chartered
Certified Accountants & Registered Auditors

us$12.5m
Amount committed
by Deloitte in
direct monetary

Accounting was one of the

a range of clientele across

donations, medical

five subjects I studied at

the UK and overseas.

equipment and

A level (HSC) in Mauritius.

Client recommendations

pro bono work to

At that time, ACCA was

are one of our main

tackle Covid-19

the only professional

drivers of growth. Small

pandemic globally.

accountancy qualification

practitioners face a huge

Source: Deloitte

accessible in Mauritius.

challenge in today’s world

While it offered flexibility of

with its fast-evolving laws

registration, many students found the

and regulations. You have to wear

New RSM International chair

examinations highly demanding. But

different hats at different times of the

Brian Eaton, CEO of RSM South

it was the challenge and equally the

day, but technology can be a great help

Africa, has become chair of the RSM

prestige of ACCA that appealed to me.

in improving efficiency and maintaining

International board. He replaces Mike

a competitive edge.

Kirley, who has retired. Jean Stephens
continues as global CEO. In the UK,

The qualification helped me achieve
various accolades. These included

If I had my way, I would regulate the

RSM has appointed Rob Donaldson

serving as the president on the panel

term ‘accountant’ so it can be used

as CEO, alongside seven new board

of the ACCA West Yorkshire District

only by those who are professionally

members following shareholder criticism

Society and being shortlisted twice

qualified, as in other professions such

of performance.

as a finalist in three categories for the

as solicitors. This would safeguard the

Yorkshire Accountancy Awards in the

integrity of our profession.

last two years. However, my biggest

Quantuma gets Bell Advisory
Business advisory firm Quantuma has

career achievement is the ability to

In almost all of my undertakings,

acquired Manchester-based specialist

enjoy and appreciate the quality of life

I ensure that a social and

insolvency and advisory firm Bell

with which I have been blessed.

philanthropic aspect underpins all

Advisory. It merges with Quantuma’s

my decisions. During the pandemic

existing Manchester practice. Quantuma

We are an established firm of

and lockdown period, I’ve been

was founded in 2013 and now has 15 UK

chartered certified accountants and

providing advice and guidance to

offices and three overseas bases.

registered auditors in Leeds, serving

our clients free of charge in relation

If I had my way, I
would regulate the
term ‘accountant’
so it can be used
only by those who
are professionally
qualified

to the various government Covid-19

UHY Hacker Young lead

schemes available. As a born-again

Subarna Banerjee has been appointed

Christian, I’m a firm believer in reaching

managing partner of UHY Hacker Young.

out to those in need and exceeding

He also becomes a director of UHY

expectations.

International. ‘The firm has developed
an outstandingly positive culture that

Outside my busy practice (and before

is really friendly, meritocratic and

the pandemic), I enjoy watching and

professional,’ he said. ‘Being a relative

playing football. I also love spending

newcomer to the firm, that is something

quality family time with my wife and

I still find refreshing.’ Banerjee was

our two teenage daughters. And I

previously head of UHY Hacker Young’s

have a keen interest in travelling and

national charity and not-for-profit group,

exploring different countries – 22 so far,

having joined the firm in 2014.

and counting.

AB
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Too much pressure
Auditors in Hong Kong have been struggling to meet year-end reporting
requirements. Their experiences might serve as useful lessons for auditors in the UK
The fiscal year concluded in March

information as a result of mandatory

for many companies in Asia, but the

work-from-home edicts.

Covid-19 pandemic has thrown a

significant cost has been on courier fees

audit and assurance partner at

to ship documents around the world

‘Listed companies have strict

Deloitte, also points to ‘split-team

to be signed. Wilson believes that the

deadlines to meet and they have

arrangements and restrictions on

Hong Kong Inland Revenue Department

been working closely with their auditors

external visitors, including auditors’ as

(IRD) could learn lessons for the future

in exploring solutions to avoid any

some of the obstacles.

from the pandemic. ‘I hope this crisis

wrench into the year-end for many.

‘These new working arrangements

will encourage the IRD to expand its

says Louis Lau, a partner at KPMG

also present data security challenges

ability for accountants or auditors to

China’s Capital Markets Advisory

and the ability to execute internal

be able to file more information digitally

Group. Unfortunately, the lockdowns

controls over financial reporting as

– especially audit reports,’ he says.

and stay-at-home orders related to

initially designed,’ says Chan, who is

the pandemic have caused delays to

also an ACCA Council member and past

businesses may be using the current

financial and auditing processes for

chairman of ACCA Hong Kong.

chaos as an excuse. ‘Audits are never

non-compliance with the listing rules,’

many entities.

Chan says there are many

Wilson is also concerned that some

high on SMEs’ to-do lists, so I’m sure

accounting implications companies

they feel that if they miss any deadlines,

consider whether alternative audit

have to consider, ‘particularly

they will write to the Inland Revenue

procedures are acceptable under

surrounding the broad economic

Department, plead their case about

auditing standards, based on the

implications to local and global

Covid-19 hindering their ability to

risk assessments of individual

economies, including cashflows and

complete on time and they will be let off

companies as well as the environment

supply-chain disruptions leading

with nothing but a slapped wrist.’

under which they operate, without

to potential liquidity and going

compromising audit quality.

concern issues, potential impairment

Slow return to normal

of assets and recognition of

Meanwhile, the gradual return

certain audit and due diligence

additional liabilities; and additional

to normality in mainland China is

procedures, such as site visits,

disclosures including material

proving slow. To reopen premises,

inspection of original documents,

uncertainties and subsequent events,’

for example, businesses must apply

confirmations and interviews,

she says.

for work resumption permits from

Lau believes that auditors should

‘One should understand that

cannot be substituted in full, and

54

Natalie Chan FCCA, an

LinSon’s operations were already
mostly digital, so the firm’s only

For companies that took the time

relevant authorities. The requirements

postponement of completion of the

to set up their systems before the

for getting these permits include

audit may be inevitable in certain

pandemic, however, it’s been business

disinfection of working premises;

situations. Quality should always top

as usual. Giles Wilson, CEO and

provision of sanitary utensils; details

the priority list,’ says Lau.

founder of LinSon Business Consulting

of staff travel history; a clear plan for

in Hong Kong, says the only issue he

employees to work on shifts; and

Access issues

has faced has been delays in getting

keeping workers a minimum distance

Others concur. Setting aside the

documents signed. ‘The availability of

from each other.

economic and human elements of

directors to sign the audit reports has

the crisis, many of the challenges

been a slight issue, as a lot of the ones

approvals to re-open, CFOs and FDs

corporates have encountered in

we deal with live outside Hong Kong

need to plan the return to work carefully

completing audits arise from an inability

or are trapped in other countries under

and avoid stress and confusion among

to physically access systems and

quarantine,’ he says.

their staff. Rosanna Choi FCCA, a

In addition to getting the appropriate
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partner at CW CPA and

much of the audit done in the

chair of ACCA’s Global

interim, in order to avoid lastminute surprises and the need

Forum for SMEs, cites the

to take advantage of any such

experience of a client with

relief,’ says Chan.

headquarters in Beijing. ‘Except

Wilson’s advice to his clients is

for one employee who is a local

to carry on as normal and to work with

resident, no other accounting staff were
allowed to go back to Beijing,’ she

Chan advises taking a proactive

their accountants to keep the financial

says. ‘The client needed to squeeze the

approach with audit clients. ‘We

records up to date. ‘We are enforcing

workload into a much narrower window

proactively discuss with clients the

the idea that firing your accountant is

to get the financials done in time.’

many implications this unprecedented

that last thing you need to do during

incident can have on year-end financial

this time. They should be working with

getting back to work, CW CPA has had

reporting, including the potential need

them to assist in any way they can,’ he

to spend additional time with clients

to make requests for the extension of

says, adding that, in this, companies

to ensure that audits and other issues

the timetable,’ she says.

seem to be taking a sensible approach.

With the difficulties companies face in

could be resolved seamlessly.

She is encouraging companies to

‘I think clients realise that the short-

critically evaluate their contingency

term benefit of firing the accountant

come up in relation to expected

planning and internal controls over

or auditor will only result in longer

credit loss of trade and other

their financial reporting in the wake of

term pain when they need to hire them

receivables, net realisable value of

the Covid-19 crisis. ‘With respect to the

back again.’

inventories and the validity of the

auditing profession in general, this crisis

going concern basis,’ Choi says.

underscores the benefits of getting as

‘For auditors, more issues have

AB

David Ho, journalist
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Word up
Real thought leadership can alienate
as much as it impresses, so firms end
up creating diluted, ineffective content.
Time to be brave, says Jason Ball
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leadership activity attracts.

True thought leadership – by which

rather than railing against important

I mean driving a sector’s thinking

issues such as unfair fees and billing, or

forward – requires bravery as much

the sector’s failure to adapt to market

as intelligence. That’s because true

change or technology – and posting

some idea, way of working, market

thought leaders are not only ahead

hard data to support and strengthen

norm or limiting belief you feel

of the curve but also at odds with the

their arguments. While there’s nothing

strongly about. You have to be able

status quo.

wrong with informative content, it has

to approach your cause from every

a far higher risk of falling into the ‘been

angle, time and again, so it must

For every person who is inspired by
what a thought leader says, there are

done before’ category and therefore

often just as many who will see such

being instantly forgettable.

activity as a vanity project. No surprise,

The other approach is storytelling

*

Pick an enemy in your market to
rail against – not a competitor, but

provoke genuine annoyance in you.

*

Read or watch everything you can
find on your topic to avoid creating

then, that few business leaders are

which, while compelling when done

content that’s been done before,

willing to put themselves out there,

well, often casts the author as the hero

and so you can understand at

since doing so risks alienating swathes

when that ought to be the client.

which point you’re entering the

of potential new clients.

conversation. Going over well-

How to do it well

trodden ground is at best a waste of

successful thought leaders stand out

To gain respect and followers, and

time, at worst a demonstration of a

from the crowd. They become famous

change minds, strong thought leaders

in their niche and earn the coveted role

must avoid self-promotion and focus

So why do it? Because the most

of the go-to person in their sector. As

glaring lack of research.

*

Decide on a clear, single-minded
vision of how the market should be

they become increasingly sought after

that is significantly different from

for their knowledge and expertise,

how it is now and that, in some

these brave souls reap the new business

way, your firm can help clients head

The thought
leader’s focus is
solely on effecting
true market
change rather than
achieving fame
and followers

rewards, as well as gaining increased
exposure through media coverage and
speaking opportunities.
Firms that do thought leadership well
can even influence the agenda of their
market. When clients go looking for new
accountancy firms, the thought leader’s
views actually skew the criteria that
clients use to judge ‘good’.

towards (you don’t have to get them
the whole way there).

*

Write a manifesto for your vision,
even if it is only for internal use –
then publish it anyway.

*

Create a content plan for the next
year that covers different facets of
your thinking. Be prepared to ditch
the plan for a new one if there’s a

Marketers attest that thought

surprising new development.

leadership can yield incredible results.

*

Don’t be afraid to invest in primary

*

If you are using storytelling to

A survey of companies by Orbit Media

instead on the issues at hand. This is the

found that 53% improved their customer

key difference between influencers and

retention, 56% increased their press

thought leaders: the thought leader’s

mentions and 62% had more client leads

focus is on effecting true market change

client (and not the author) the hero.

through thought-leadership activity.

rather than achieving fame.

Consider co-authoring a thought

But not everyone can be a leader (or

So here are some tips for succeeding

there would be no followers), and the

at thought leadership:

bar is extremely high. Leaders aren’t

*

research for your cause.
bring your cause to life, make the

leadership piece with a client.

AB

Get comfortable with upsetting just

Jason Ball is founder of B2B marketing

as many people as you impress.

specialist Considered Content and

today they are up against the likes of

Your thought leadership should

managed content service Prolific.

Malcolm Gladwell and Seth Godin.

repel prospects who are not right for

just up against their accountancy peers;

That’s why, in this sector as in so

your brand (they were never going

many others, it’s far more common to

to be good clients anyway). The

see leaders – or their ghostwriters –

upshot is you’ll be better aligned

defaulting to purely educational content

with the clients your thought-

Socially aware
See tips from Carl Reader FCCA for
practitioners using social media, at
bit.ly/AB-Reader3.
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In the moment
Receipt Bank, in association with ACCA, looks at how digital technology and
automation enable professional accountants to give their clients real-time advice
Faced with spending hours inputting

value-adding services for their clients.

expenses and invoice details into a

However, the basics still need to be

that allows clients to upload invoices

spreadsheet or giving yourself and

carried out – clients need to be able to

and expenses into systems that are able

your clients time back to get on with

track their income and expenditure to

to talk seamlessly with other accounting

business, the choice is clear. And

know exactly how their businesses are

software, so that accountancy firms

it’s even easier in today’s digitally

performing. But in today’s fast-paced

are able to give their clients accurate

connected world.

business world, a monthly report that

information in real time. The ability to

goes rapidly out of date, or worse, an

scan a receipt or upload an invoice

technology and automation are

annual account prepared many months

into a system that then automatically

enabling professional accountants to

after the business’ year end, is simply

processes the data contained in those

develop new skills and provide real

not good enough.

documents allows businesses to keep

Sponsoredd content

There can be little doubt that digital

Fortunately, the technology now exists
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on top of their administrative tasks,
rather than succumb to the temptation

understand what it needs or wants.’

files, which again can be uploaded

Digital book-keeping tools such

and processed. A digital system

to leave the admin until there is an

as Receipt Bank can feed into other

can also be set up to categorise

absolute requirement for it to be

accounting software packages to help

individual items automatically, again

addressed, such as after a year end or

create a clear picture of the business,

saving valuable time. This can also be

when tax forms need to be completed.

but it is the data entry that is of greatest

invaluable when allocating expenditure

importance. Making it simple and

for tax purposes.

That alone would be a real advantage
for any business, but this is just the start

convenient to upload information is

of the improvements that businesses will

paramount – using a mobile phone

Identifying inconsistencies

see. Once the data has been uploaded

app to scan and upload receipts and

Using the open banking feed system,

into the system, it is then possible for

invoices is possibly the most convenient

it is also now possible to reconcile

this to be processed in many different

and efficient method, and will allow

the income and expenditure with

ways to provide a clear picture of

businesses to capture the data ‘on the

bank accounts, again in real time. This

the business’ health. And it would

go’. Documents can also be uploaded

will help identify inconsistencies and

be a real advantage to professional

via email to a unique address, which

unexplained items long before they

accountants, as they would no longer

can be given to suppliers as well.

become a real issue.

need to process the data, replacing

Dropbox and PayPal can be integrated

‘Anyone who has paperwork can

time spent on data entry with more time

benefit from these systems,’ says Dowie,

spent on providing valuable insights for

‘and everything can be exported as well,

‘Real-time information is key to the
whole process,’ says Melanie Dowie,
a network development consultant at
technology specialist Receipt Bank.
‘Clients can work in a reactive way and
leave everything to the end of the year.
But that doesn’t help the business to
grow. They need to know if they are
on track to make money and to turn a
profit. Automated processes will allow

‘It comes down
to having a real
understanding of
the information
and moving
the process from
hard work to
smart work’

clients to have control and to see where

Receipt Bank estimates that, on
average, accountants can spend more
than nine hours per client every month
on data inputting and chasing clients
for the data in the first place. ‘We can
act as the bridge between business
and accountancy professionals,’ says
Stephen Brown, Receipt Bank’s global
head of marketing. ‘This then allows the
accountants to act as business partners
and focus on advice, so that they can

they can make a difference on a realtime basis.’

so it can be fed into additional systems.’

Sponsoredd content

their clients.

get the best out of the data.’
into the system as well. Other features

‘It comes down to having a real

include Receipt BankON, which allows

understanding of the information and

Freeing up time

real-time chat with clients and enables

moving the process from hard work

Dowie, who spent 25 years as a

advice to be provided instantly on

to smart work,’ Brown says. He argues

bookkeeper in practice and business

submissions and any outstanding

that automating processes will shift the

before joining Receipt Bank, speaks

paperwork and reports.

relationship between accountants and
businesses from one where they are

from experience: ‘Automating these

But a business also needs to keep

processes changed my life. I would

on top of expenses such as utilities, so

discussing historic figures to one where

spend hours inputting the data, time

a system that can connect with such

there is a real-time understanding of

that could have been better spent.

suppliers and ‘fetch’ utility bills will

the figures. ‘This means you can have

Accountants have the experience

reduce the time spent on data entry

conversations when they count,’ he says.

to interpret the numbers and can

even further. And if the business still

It is a simple choice.

help turn a business around, working

receives hard copy bank statements,

collaboratively with the business to

these can be converted into PDF

AB

Philip Smith, journalist

Content sponsored by Receipt Bank, the market-leading pre-accounting app helping
accountants and bookkeepers to work smarter. Find out more at receipt-bank.com.
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The view from
Tim Kelland, assistant director of the finance delivery
unit for NHS Wales, helping those in the front line

£4m-£5m
Value of 12-month
contract from July
2020 to winning

As a consequence of

developed a live dashboard

bidder in next

Covid-19, many NHS

that provides users with a

stage of Home

accountants have had

variety of information on

Office programme

to transfer their skills

the 14 main PPE product

to digitise the

and knowledge to areas

areas. It is being used by

UK’s borders.

outside their normal roles.

procurement staff to ensure

Source: Civil Service World

One area of concern has

they focus their attention

been personal protective

on the product areas of

equipment (PPE). It was clear from

greatest risk; by Welsh government

Under investigation

the scientific evidence that there was

ministers to help them inform the public

An inquiry into local authorities’

going to be a huge increase in the

and respond to Assembly member and

investment in commercial property

amount of PPE equipment required

media questions; and to identify areas

has been opened by the House of

to support front-line staff in Wales,

where the Welsh NHS is in a position to

Commons Public Accounts Committee.

but little intelligence to calculate how

support the other three UK nations in

It coincides with a period in which the

much of each product was required.

providing mutual aid.

market value of many properties, such

We also knew there was significant
supply risk.

as shopping centres, has fallen markedly
Developing the dashboard has

because of changes in retail behaviour

been a challenge. This is because

brought about by the Covid-19

I have found myself supporting the

of the unknown virus progression

emergency. Councils made commercial

development of a demand and stock

impact and profile across Wales, the

property investments from 2013/14

reporting system for PPE equipment.

changing scientific advice resulting in

to 2015/16 of £460m, compared with

The system provides information to NHS

changes being made to what PPE is

£6.6bnfrom 2016/17 to 2018/19. The

Wales, identifying PPE product areas of

required and the limited information

committee will also ask officials about

concern in a timely manner. The toolkit

available as to the demand for PPE from

the ministry’s response to Covid-19 and

provides a live PPE stock count and an

non-NHS organisations.

what impact the pandemic has had on

assessment of future demand as well

local government finances.

as providing information with regards

The establishment of the toolkit

to previous stock burn rates. We have

has proved to be invaluable in the

Audit extension

management of PPE. I am delighted

Local authorities in England have been

that the Welsh NHS procurement

told by the government that the filing

department has not experienced

date for final audited accounts has been

the PPE stock issues that have been

extended to the end of November

encountered by some of the other three

instead of the end of July for small

UK countries. The development of the

councils, and the end of September

toolkit has been delivered by a small

for larger ones. The period for making

team of people all working remotely

accounts available for public inspection

from our respective homes.

has also been deferred to begin no

I have found myself
supporting the
development of a
demand and stock
reporting system
for PPE equipment

AB

More information
See ACCA’s Covid-19 microsite,
accaglobal.com/covid-19, for updates,
guidance and support.

later than the beginning of September.
Councils have been given new
legislative authority to meet remotely to
approve draft and final accounts.
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Part of the fabric
Strong supreme audit institutions are central to national systems of
governance and the efficient management of government resources
As part of ACCA’s theme on the

management system, providing an

established as an important actor in a

independent and objective oversight

to auditor generals around the world –

country’s accountability chain,’ he says,

function of government,’ she says. ‘The

including some members – before the

‘being independent of those charged

aim is to determine whether government

outbreak of Covid-19, about their views

with governance or responsible for

practices, expenditure and transactional

on the value of public sector audit,

management of public resources.

activities are in keeping with guidelines,

its purpose and how its role can be

‘In a democratic system, elected

regulation and laws.’

governments entrusted with raising

One key auditor general role is to

resources from taxpayers and other

ensure that taxpayers’ money is being

from an accountancy background,

sources, and to use these to provide

spent wisely and delivers value for

the environment of a supreme audit

services to citizens and other service

money – an area that will be tested to

institution (SAI) is one where finance

recipients. Those governments have

the limit by the Covid-19 demands on

professionals can wield significant

established public-sector organisations

public spending.

influence over public finance. During

to deliver services on the basis of their

the current Covid-19 pandemic, auditor

mandates and the needs of the citizens.

extended.
While not all auditor generals come

generals are under more pressure than

‘They are accountable for their

Independent review
‘This takes it further than our compliance

ever as governments increase spending

management and performance, and

work,’ Monroe Ellis says. ‘SAIs have

where they can to support business and

their use of resources to those that

for the most part, especially in the

citizens through unprecedented times.

provide them with the resources and

“Westminster” system, a level of

those that depend on them to use the

independence under the constitution,

has been auditor general of Afghanistan

resources to deliver necessary services,

which should provide auditor generals

since January 2019. He is crystal-clear

including citizens.’

with the tools to carry out such reviews.’

Mohammad Naiem Haqmal FCCA

about what he sees as the key purpose

62

‘Supreme audit institutions are

purpose of the profession, AB spoke

Pamela Monroe Ellis FCCA, who has

Pakistan’s auditor general Javaid

of supreme audit institutions. They

been the auditor general of Jamaica

Jehangir, in post since 2017, believes

represent, he believes, an important

since 2008, agrees. ‘The SAIs are an

the auditor general plays a vital role in a

pillar of national democratic systems and

important element of the governance

country’s overall financial management.

governance mechanisms.

arrangement and the public financial

‘Through feedback to the legislature,
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importance of measurement – reporting
the expenditure that is under review
and juxtaposing that with the cost of
the audit. ‘This is an effective way of
championing our effectiveness and
therefore our purpose,’ she says.
Jehangir also stresses the constant
need to be on the lookout for
Auditor generals (left to right) Naiem Haqmal FCCA, Pamela Monroe Ellis
FCCA and Javaid Jehangir: ensuring governments provide value for money.

corruption. ‘We keep a firm watch
and monitor the national situation,
putting red flags on issues where there

the auditor general informs the public

provides an audit service for government

are suspicions of mismanagement or

at large how their funds are being spent

departments and other public sector

corruption,’ he says.

and whether government functionaries

bodies such as the BBC.

are delivering the right type of services

In the case of the BBC, it is the licence-

SAIs are traditionally known for
overseeing public expenditure, and

fee payer who expects an appropriate

that remains a core part of the audit

audit. Even here, the NAO also conducts

portfolio. They undertake financial audits

of the SAI role. ‘Public sector auditing

value-for-money assessments of the

to assess the reliability and accuracy

does not exist just to make sure the

use of the licence fee and the BBC’s

of public entities’ financial reporting,

figures add up,’ he says. ‘It also helps to

commercial activities.

and compliance audits to assess their

and goods to the public,’ he explains.
Haqmal also emphasises the extent

compliance with governing authorities.

create the conditions and to reinforce
the expectation that public sector

Recommendations

entities and public servants will perform

Based on the results of its audits,

SAIs is evolving, as they increasingly take

their functions effectively, efficiently,

Haqmal says that the auditor

a broader, more comprehensive view on

ethically and in accordance with laws

general may provide corrective

reliability, effectiveness, efficiency and

and regulations.’

recommendations and policy advice

economy of policies and programmes.

to the public sector entities or the

‘SAIs have untapped potential to go

auditor general is fundamental here. ‘In

government as a whole. For example,

beyond their traditional oversight role

addition to leading and directing the

the Supreme Audit Office of Afghanistan

and contribute evidence for more

day-to-day operations of the entity, the

is in the process of conducting an

informed policymaking,’ he says.

auditor general is involved in deciding

audit of government preparation for

the overall strategy and policies for the

implementing sustainable development

are carried out under the title of

institution,’ Monroe Ellis says.

goals. Based on the findings, the

performance audits are focusing on

auditor general will be able to advise

systems, results or complaints from

work goes far beyond checking the

the government about areas that

society, media and the citizens,’ he adds.

financial position of government,

require attention or a change in policy.

‘Performance auditing is an important

providing taxpayers – the public sector

Indeed, the auditor general may well be

building block with which to improve

equivalent of shareholders – with the

involved in formulating public financial

accountable and responsive governance

assurances that their ‘investment’ is

management policy, implementing

of public resources.

subject to good governance, proper

policies and reforms, strengthening

controls and effective stewardship.

governance and accountability,

that it provides legislative and oversight

managing change and building capacity.

bodies, those charged with governance

However, in some cases the purpose

and the general public, with information

And the tone at the top for the

The purpose of public sector audit

Value for money is a phrase that
crops up all around the world. The

However, as Haqmal says, the role of

‘The value-for-money audits that

‘Public sector auditing is essential in

UK’s National Audit Office (NAO), for

of the auditor general’s office can

and independent and objective

example, prepares a regular series of

be undervalued. With the private

assessments concerning the stewardship

reports on key government projects

sector offering greater rewards, the

and performance of government

such as the progress made with the

brightest and best candidates do not

policies, programmes or operations.’

HS2 high-speed rail link or the cost of

necessarily gravitate towards the SAI.

European Union exit preparations. It also

Against this, Monroe Ellis stresses the

Philip Smith, journalist
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Seize the moment
In the wake of the large-scale economic disruption caused by Covid-19, the time
could be ripe for government to consider wholesale reform of the tax system
The IfG clearly believes there is not only

As the global economies begin to plan
for a post-pandemic recovery, there are

If the world has
been able to reduce
carbon emissions
under lockdown,
surely it should
be able to create a
more equitable tax
system

many areas where governments and
society will seek to improve the ‘new
normal’ and build a better economic
environment. High on this list will be
reform of the tax system.
Commentators believe that the
current crisis could provide renewed
impetus for reform to create a system
that is fair and simple – and not open to
abuse, manipulation or outright fraud.
It is, of course, a subject that has

a longstanding need for reform but
that there is now a unique opportunity
to implement that reform. ‘The
aftermath of this crisis could provide an
opportunity to address longstanding
problems and improve the way in which
we raise tax – and, indeed, to move to a
higher tax system if that is indicated by
public desire,’ the report suggests. ‘But
that will require major tax reform that
previous governments have struggled
to deliver.’

been on the agenda for some time. The

The IfG recognises that at some

OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting

equally from state support, we must all

point in the future, the state support

(BEPS) project has come some way

pay in equally in the future.’

bill will need to be paid, and this could

since its inception. But there is a fear

In the past, the path to reform

be through the form of higher, or

that it will stall as governments retrench

might not have been easy but this

more targeted, taxes. But this will not

to protect their own economies in the

may now have changed. In a report on

happen without a wholesale reform of

aftermath of the crisis (see page 66).

overcoming the barriers to tax reform

the tax system.

Closer to home, the UK government

published in April, the Institute for

has already hinted that reform is

Government (IfG) argues that despite

Political grandstanding

coming, but not necessarily in a

the need for substantial reform, ‘recent

However, as George Bull, tax partner

joined-up way. Announcing a support

governments have shied away from it

at RSM, points out, tax reform does

package for the self-employed,

because of public resistance’ but should

not have a distinguished history, often

Chancellor Rishi Sunak made it

now ‘seize the chance’, pointing out

driven by short-term interests and

clear that reform on how different

that the current crisis ‘may also bring

policy objectives, with hastily drafted

classifications of ‘worker’ are taxed

public support for tax reform, offering

legislation rushed through parliament

would be on his agenda in the future.

government a rare opportunity to make

without sufficient debate.

Sunak said: ‘If we all want to benefit

sweeping changes’.

‘Political grandstanding often
drives through contentious new tax

George Bull’s targets for tax reform

legislation, feeding on the perception
that the only good tax increase is one

*
*
*
*
*

Reduce inequality and end child poverty.

that will be payable by somebody else,’

Reassess the tax base: who should pay how much tax and on what.

he says. ‘Those who will lose out feel

Reform national insurance contributions and the taxation of workplace income.

hard done by, with low-quality public

Look at taxation of wealth and capital, including inheritance and council tax.

debate often paying scant attention to

Assess what ‘social goods’ should be encouraged through tax reliefs, and how

the greater good of society as a whole.’

*

Create a roadmap to bring certainty during a transition towards more

a tax commission that would be able

carbon-based taxes.

to shepherd the debate, Bull believes

effectiveness should be measured.

While the IfG calls for the creation of

that the Office of Tax Simplification
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The self-employed may benefit
from reforms to tax classifications as
barbers and other businesses plan
for relaxing of social distancing.

could be used more effectively to pull

point – moving towards taxes that

system will have an important part to

together the disparate strands and

encourage sustainability – ties in with

play in the recovery and in the transition

shine a light on the problems with the

another observation: if the world, in

to the new normal.

current tax system to build a consensus

economic lockdown, has been able to

for reform options.

radically reduce carbon emissions, then

goodwill of the people in evidence,

surely it should be able to create a more

now is the time to sort out not only NHS

effective and equitable tax system.

funding but also the future shape of the

Bull lists six broad areas that the OTS
could start with to attack the need for
simple, fair taxes that are supportive of

As Bull says: ‘With growing

growth, administratively straightforward

recognition that economic life will not

and manageable (see panel). His last

be the same after coronavirus, the tax

‘Tax reform will be required. With the

tax system.’

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
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Talking transparency
A new tax standard aims to increase funds for sustainable development through more
extensive disclosure, but not everyone is convinced, says Ramona Dzinkowski
Base erosion and profit sharing (BEPS)

for every multinational corporation to

has been high on the agenda of global

prepare a country-by-country report

BEPS, suggesting much more disclosure

tax authorities for quite some time, and

with aggregate data on the global

in a variety of areas, and is considered

for good reason. OECD data released

allocation of income, profit, taxes

to be the first global reporting

in 2017 suggested that corporate tax

paid and economic activity among the

standard to combine disclosures on

strategies of multinationals designed to

jurisdictions in which they operate.

management’s approach to tax strategy
with public country-by-country reporting

shift profits between tax jurisdictions,
or to exploit the mismatch in tax rules

GRI 207 unveiled

of business activities, revenues, profit

between countries, has eroded the

However, the effectiveness of these

and tax. GRI 207 is effective for reports

global tax base by US$200bn. Much of

efforts has been called into question

published on or after 1 January 2021,

this loss has come at the expense of

and prompted others to step into the

with early adoption encouraged.

less developed economies.

tax transparency arena. In December

Over the course of the past five

66

The new GRI standard goes beyond

Alex Cobham, CEO of the Tax

2019 the Global Reporting Initiative

Justice Network, says the GRI move

years, the OECD/G20 BEPS project

(GRI), more commonly known for

is a response to a chronic lack of

has attempted to curb this type of

crafting guidelines for environmental,

‘reliable and comparable, country-by-

tax avoidance through a variety of

social and governance reporting,

country information on the taxes that

actions. They include a requirement

released GRI 207: Tax 2019.

multinational corporations contribute’.
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‘At first review, there was a huge

For its part, GRI says it developed the

necessary to understand a company’s

new voluntary framework to provide

approach to tax. Furthermore, tax

concern that this was just too

clarity on how much companies

strategies are usually formulated at a

complicated and too much work,’ says

contribute to the tax base of the

global rather than country level. Given

Eric Israel, a consultant at Isos Group

countries in which they operate, and

the very different economic situations

and adjunct professor of integrated

thus curb tax avoidance and help

of different countries, it would not be

reporting at the Middlebury Institute of

governments fund services and

reasonable to have a tax strategy that

International Studies at Monterey, in the

sustainable development initiatives.

takes detailed account of the economic

US. However, he points to the concept

situation in each and every country

of tax materiality and the tenacity

‘Necessary and balanced’

where it operates, especially for groups

of accountants to get the job done.

Supporters of GRI 207, such as Gary

operating across many jurisdictions.’

‘Accountants are like engineers,’ he

Kalman, executive director of the

In addition to a host of other issues

says. ‘They have the same mindset to

Financial Accountability and Corporate

surrounding the requirements and

build systems and frameworks to make

Transparency Coalition, have urged

recommendations of GRI 207, PwC

things work, and I think this applies to

companies to adopt it as soon as

questioned whether companies

the issue of tax transparency.’

possible. ‘The GRI’s tax standard is the

have the flexibility to add to their tax

clearest and most significant recognition

Critical mass

to date of the global trend towards

If accountants come to the conclusion

tax transparency for multinational
companies,’ Kalman says. ‘The standard
is both necessary and balanced.’
Others are not convinced. They
doubt whether more tax disclosure
as prescribed by GRI 207 will lead to
more tax revenues for developing
economies, and hence more spending
on sustainability within regions. They
question whether requiring companies
to link tax policy to their sustainability

‘Accountants have
the mindset to
build systems and
frameworks to
make things work,
and I think this
applies to the issue
of tax transparency’

goals adds anything to tax transparency.

that tax is a material issue for their
shareholders, Israel says, GRI proposes
a reasonable framework for disclosing
tax management strategies. He adds:
‘Companies want to comply with
generally accepted global standards
like GRI 207 and, once there is a critical
mass of companies doing this, there is
little excuse for other companies not to
adopt the guideline.’
Kate Barton, vice chairman for global
tax at EY, tends to agree, but she

Furthermore, some of the disclosure

encourages international standard-

requirements and recommendations

burden ad hoc. ‘The amount of tax

setters and market regulators to

are seen as onerous, requiring

that a company pays in a particular

step up their game when it comes

significant restructuring of information

country is driven by the tax laws of

to tax transparency disclosure. ‘The

systems, and potentially revelation of

that country,’ it pointed out. ‘It is not

companies that we work with are not

competitively sensitive information.

within a company’s gift to change the

looking to avoid tax or not pay tax on

amount of tax it pays in a country based

all of their income,’ she says. ‘What

said: ‘While we agree that a well-

on that country’s economic needs; it

they’re trying to avoid in this complex

considered tax strategy should align

must instead abide by the tax laws of

world where the rules are individually

with other elements of business and

that country. It would therefore seem

set by countries is double taxation.

sustainable development strategies,

untenable to expect companies to

we do not think that understanding this

change their tax policy based on the

standard and a multilateral tax code.

alignment is critical to understanding a

economic needs of individual countries.’

In getting there, the challenge is to

Responding to the guidelines, PwC

business’s approach to tax.’
Regarding the requirement to

For the moment, GRI 207 may be
generating more questions than

‘What we need is a globally accepted

keep all the major countries around
the table.’

AB

link the tax strategy to the broader

answers. However, the overarching

economic needs of countries in which

consensus seems to be that GRI has

Ramona Dzinkowski is a Canadian

the organisation operates, the Big

been successful in moving the tax

economist and president of RND

Four firm added: ‘We think this is not

transparency agenda forward.

Research Group.
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Measuring the cost
As the impact of Covid-19 on financial statements begins to hit home across the
globe, Adam Deller looks at adjusting events, impairments and financial instruments
The Covid-19 pandemic has had a
severe effect on economic and financial

*

Adjusting events: an event that
provides more information about

markets, and virtually all industries

a condition in existence at the

are facing challenges as a result. The

reporting period. These events may

restrictions on movement of people

result in changes to the figures in

have had well-documented impacts

the financial statements if necessary

on the leisure, transport, retail and
entertainment industries in particular,

*

Non-adjusting events: these are
indicative of conditions that only

but the effect on financial statements

arose after the year end. These will

of entities will be widespread across a

result in disclosures in the financial

variety of industries.

statements but would not affect the

The fall in revenues will have

amounts recognised.
The application of the impact of

produced by businesses, and there will

Covid-19 is likely to depend on when

be issues arising over a whole range

an entity’s year-end is. China had

of items, from onerous contracts to

alerted the World Health Organization

impairments and provisions. A number

to several cases of an unusual form of

of the major accounting firms have

pneumonia in Wuhan by 31 December

produced excellent resources that

2019 but the significant information

clearly and helpfully explain the likely

about the virus and its magnitude

impact, and summarise the key points

really only arose in early 2020. This is

of accounting standards. These guides

likely to mean that for entities with

will be essential for any company

reporting periods ending on or before

wondering how to apply the specifics

31 December 2019, they will treat

of accounting standards in light of the

the developments as a non-adjusting

impact of Covid-19.

event. While the figures in the financial

As the pandemic will lead to
companies needing to assess the

CPD

significant impacts on the estimates

statements are expected to be
unaffected, the disclosures should be

application of a large number of IFRS
Standards, it is not possible to cover
each of them here. Instead, we will
look at two of the major items that are
likely to at least be a consideration for
most entities.

Events after reporting period
As the global situation evolves rapidly,
entities must consider the requirements
of IAS 10, Events After the Reporting
Period. As a reminder of the key rule,
there are two categories of event

It is safe to
assume that for
any reporting
event ending
after 31 January
2020, Covid-19
is going to be an
adjusting event

covered under IAS 10:
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significant. The disclosures need to

recoverable amount. A key component

explain the nature of the event and an

for assessing recoverable amount is to

estimate of its financial effect. While this

estimate the present value of future

may be extremely difficult to quantify,

cashflows, which are certainly likely to

it is preferable to provide a range of

be diminished.

estimated effects compared to not
providing quantitative information at all.
If the likely impacts are that the

Goodwill and impairment is a project
that remains on the work plan of the
International Accounting Standards

company is no longer a going concern,

Board (IASB). It recently released a

then the entity will have to change its

discussion paper on the subject, and

financial statements. They will have to

I will look at that in more detail in the

be prepared on a break-up basis rather

future. While this article will not be

than a going concern basis. This means

focusing on the potential goodwill

that all items will be held as current

impairment, the final thing to remember

rather than non-current, all items will

is that currently goodwill impairment

be held at their sale values, and specific

cannot be reversed, meaning that the

items such as provisions relating to its

current situation could have a long-term

closure will need to be included.

effect on that asset value.

CPD

It is safe to assume that for any
reporting event ending after 31 January

Financial instruments

2020, Covid-19 is going to be an

One of the most common issues that

adjusting event. This means that

entities may face is dealing with any

entities are likely to need to review

potential impairment to receivable

all of the areas that are subject

assets. This could occur in a number of

to judgment and estimation, as

different ways:

highlighted above. The impact of

*

Covid-19 on these financial statements

borrowers (corporate or individuals)

is therefore likely to be significant and

to meet their obligations under loan

widespread. Entities will have to spend

relationships.

a lot of time revisiting assumptions
and estimations, and the detailed

*

Entities may be asked by
governments to give payment

guides mentioned earlier are likely

holidays to customers. Even if the

to be extremely useful. While we will

borrower is still expected to pay

not be covering the list of possible

all amounts owed, there could

impacts, the one specific issue

potentially be a credit loss if the

affecting almost everyone is likely to

lender is not compensated for the

be impairments.

lost time value of money.

Impairments
The potential for impairments in
the current climate is substantial.

70

Covid-19 can affect the ability of

*

Reduced fees or interest rates on
loans given could mean that a
lower amount is recoverable from
these loans.

There is a clear risk of impairment to

In the face of this, the IASB has issued

goodwill, as the acquisition price of

guidance for entities in the application

an entity may well have been based

of IFRS 9, Financial Instruments, under

on projected cashflows. When the

the current uncertainty. Instruments

goodwill impairment test is performed

falling under this guidance include

annually by entities applying IFRS

loans, trade and other receivables,

Standards, they need to compare the

lease receivables, contract assets,

carrying amount of the goodwill to its

financial guarantees, loan commitments
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and debt instruments not measured at

to all borrowers in a specific class

fair value through profit or loss. Under

of financial instrument should not

IFRS 9, an entity must recognise a loss

automatically result in all of those

allowance for expected credit losses

instruments suffering a significant

(ECLs) on these.

increase in credit risk.

Under IFRS 9, an entity will need to

Clearly there are huge uncertainties

consider the impact of Covid-19 on

surrounding the eventual impact of

the allowance for ECLs and whether

Covid-19, but entities are still required

there has been a significant increase

to make estimates based on reasonable

in credit risk. This is something that

and supportable information that is

entities are currently required to

available without undue cost or effort

do at each reporting date, but the

at the reporting date. In practice, this

current situation will certainly prompt

information is likely to come from

a substantial review of whether the risk

looking at macroeconomic scenarios

has increased significantly.

applied by entities, taking into account

If there has been a significant
increase, the entity should measure

the entity’s ongoing credit evaluation
process and any financial forecasts for
industries and economies.
Despite the difficulties associated
with making estimates and assumptions
in the face of such uncertainty, it is
not expected that this would be a
basis for entities to not update their

CPD

Goodwill
impairment cannot
be reversed, so the
current situation
could have a longterm effect on that
asset value

ECL measurements. Indeed, the IASB
believes that ECL estimates that are
based on reasonable and supportable
information will still provide useful
information about ECLs, in addition
to giving transparency to the users of
financial statements.
So as it stands, the guidance is less
prescriptive than that handed out

the loss allowance at the lifetime ECLs

by governments to individuals and

rather than a 12-month ECL (other than

companies at the moment. As with

short-term receivables and contract

the application of so many standards,

assets, which are always measured

the use of judgment is key. What is

using lifetime ECL).

certain is that entities will have to spend

IFRS 9 requires the application of

significant amounts of time revisiting

judgment, and entities will need to

estimates previously made. The old

adjust their approach in determining

assumptions cannot simply be followed,

ECLs following recent developments.

and new lines will have to be drawn

Previous models and methodologies

across a range of different balances in

applied by entities in establishing ECLs

the financial statements. The financial

will not have considered the situation

statement fallout from Covid-19 may

under Covid-19, and therefore any

be uncertain, but it is very likely to

existing ECL methodology should not

be substantial.

AB

be applied mechanically. The IASB
guidance gives the example that

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

an extension of payment holidays

specialist and lecturer.

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a roundup of
the latest developments in audit, reporting, tax and law
Audit and reporting
Charity Commission
The Charity Commission has stated
that it will be conducting ongoing
reviews of the reporting of matters
of material significance and that as

*
*

covering letter

has issued International Standard on

schedules for various specific

Auditing (ISA) 600 (Revised), Special

services

Considerations – Audits of Group

*

standard terms and conditions of

Financial Statements (Including the Work

business

of Component Auditors), which is open

*
*

privacy notice

for comment until 2 October. IAASB

cancellation notices for consumers.

highlights that the proposed standard

‘part of this review, we will check all

The schedules of services cover

introduces ‘an enhanced risk-based

independent examination reports

non-audit accounts preparation for

approach to planning and performing a

or audit opinions that are signed

an incorporated company, a micro

group audit. This approach appropriately

on or after 1 May 2020 that contain

entity, a sole trader, a partnership

focuses the group engagement

a qualification, modified opinion or

and a limited liability partnership. In

team’s attention and work effort on

other reporting paragraph to confirm

addition, there are schedules for an

identifying and assessing the risks of

that a report of a matter of material

independent examiner’s report for

material misstatement of the group

significance has also been promptly

an unincorporated charity (receipts

financial statements, and designing and

filed with us in accordance with the

and payments basis for accounts

performing further audit procedures to

updated guidance’.

preparation) and an independent

respond to those assessed risks.’

You can find guidance in AB

examination assignment for an

(February/March 2019, July/August

incorporated charity. The pack can be

2018, May 2018 and April 2018) and at

downloaded at bit.ly/ACCA-tf-eng-acc.

Tax
Engagement letters

bit.ly/ACCA-tf-mms.

Group audits

ACCA has made available for

Accounting frameworks

The International Auditing and

members a new and updated

Accounts are being scrutinised and

Assurance Standards Board (IAASB)

factsheet: Engagement letters for tax

reviewed more than ever, and this is
likely to continue. All entities need
to assess the financial information

Team effort

they are releasing on the public

Thank you to all our members and partners who have contributed to ACCA’s Covid-19

record and consider whether they

newsletters and microsite updates (accaglobal.com/covid-19), and to those who have

are making the right choices. This

shared insights and thoughts with our ACCA community over the past months. Read

includes choosing the right accounting

more about your contributions on page 78.

framework and reporting options.

Engagement letters: accounts
ACCA has made available for
members a new and updated
accounts engagement letters
factsheet. It provides guidance to
practitioners about engagement letters
for accounts work. The engagement
letter pack comprises the following
documents:
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factsheet. It provides guidance

and pay is the cost of the training

Call for evidence: raising standards

about engagement letters for tax

plus any related costs like books or

in the tax advice market is now open

work. The pack comprises the

travel expenses.

until 28 August. It is an important

following documents:

If you arrange and pay for the training,

call for evidence that is relevant to a

*
*

covering letter

you must:

large number of members and future

schedules for various specific

members, and asks for views and

pay class 1A national insurance on

evidence on several issues under the

*

standard terms and conditions of

*
*

report the cost on form P11D
the cost to you.

following headings:

business

If you pay for training arranged by the

*
*

privacy notice

employee, you must:

cancellation notices for consumers.

*
*

services

The update also contains a new
standalone document: an example

report the cost on form P11D
pay class 1 national insurance (but
not PAYE tax) through payroll.

*

the scope of the market for tax

*

the characteristics of good and

*
*
*

current government interventions

bad practice

subcontractor agreement that can

If you reimburse an employee who has

be used by a practitioner acting as

arranged and paid for the training, the

a subcontractor to a regulated firm

amount you reimburse them counts as

engaged in public practice. It can also

earnings. You’ll need to:

The paper draws on Professional

be used by a subcontractor with a firm.

*

add the amount to the employee’s

Conduct in Relation to Taxation (PCRT),

other earnings

and highlights that the government

*

deduct and pay PAYE tax and class 1

is seeking the following from any

national insurance through payroll.’

intervention in the market:

You can find this resource at
bit.ly/ACCA-eng-tax.

international models
possible approaches to
raising standards.

P11D A to Z

As you will appreciate, the overview

It’s worthwhile reminding yourself

above is basic but is supplemented with

whether a benefit is taxable and also

related links. Guidance is provided at

need to choose an adviser that

whether, if it is, it attracts national

the end of the section and takes you

meets their need, and are able to

insurance contributions. The A to Z

to more detailed information. As you

steer clear of unsuitable providers

from HMRC is a useful starting point or

would expect with training, this also

reminder for many businesses. This is

includes guidance on new skills and

what it has to say about expenses and

also for office holders. Find out more at

to access reliable advice from

benefits training payments:

bit.ly/gov-exp-a-z.

an appropriately competent

*

*

‘As an employer providing training

‘market transparency, so that
taxpayers have the information they

that customers who want to
engage a tax adviser are able

professional who maintains high

expenses for your employees, you have

Employment allowance

certain tax, national insurance and

Most eligible businesses will have

reporting obligations.

claimed the allowance but it is important

*

What’s included: the cost of training;

to remember that, where circumstances

related costs, eg books or travel

change during the year, claims can be

expenses while training.

made. As set out in the guidance, a

There is also positive recognition of

What’s exempt: you don’t have to

business can claim up to four years after

the work agents do, with the paper

report anything to HMRC or pay

the relevant tax year and still receive the

stating that ‘Many agents adhere to

tax and national insurance if the

benefit. More information can be found

the high ethical standards outlined in

employee is in work-related training.

at bit.ly/gov-ea.

the Professional Conduct in Relation

*
*

74

advice and services

ethical standards

*

[that] market access is preserved so
that customer can continue to get
reliable advice should they wish to

*

to enhance tax compliance.’

to Taxation (PCRT), developed by

What to report and pay: if training
expenses aren’t exempt, you may

Consultations

seven professional bodies’. It goes

have to report them to HMRC and

Many of the consultations/calls for

on to highlight that ‘HMRC has long

deduct and pay tax and national

evidence being undertaken have

recognised the value of good tax

insurance on them.

new response times, reflecting the simple

advisers in helping their clients to get

What you need to report and pay

fact that individuals, businesses and

their tax affairs right’ and that ‘good

depends on who arranges and pays

professional bodies are otherwise

advisers are vital to an efficient tax

for the training: the amount to report

engaged. Some to note are below.

system. They help customers to:
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*

keep good tax records, either
through keeping those records
themselves or providing
guidance on suitable systems
and processes

*
*

carry out tax calculations
file returns and organise payments.’

A key question being asked is ‘What
more could the government do to
promote the work of good advisers?’
One of the discussion papers points
highlights that ‘Recognising the
good work that many professional
bodies do to maintain standards,
one option which would meet the
objectives for reform would be to
introduce a legal requirement for
anyone who wants to provide tax
advice on a commercial basis to belong

What to do when there is no will

to a recognised professional body’.

Intestacy rules apply where there is an absence of a will. The rule in England and

Another suggestion is that ‘Advisers

Wales provides that where there are surviving children, grandchildren or great-

could be required to satisfy a fit and

grandchildren of the person who died and the estate is valued at more than

proper person test in order to register,

£250,000, a surviving spouse or civil partner will inherit a fixed sum of £250,000,

and this test could include provisions

together with the personal chattels and half the remaining estate. Where there are

such as:

no surviving children, a surviving spouse or civil partner will inherit the estate.

*

possessing relevant qualifications or
length of professional practice

an intestate person. This is:

*

having professional indemnity

*

being registered for anti-money

*

not having been subject to a

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

insurance
laundering supervision
penalty for promoting or enabling

The rules of intestacy have a rigid order of who should benefit from the estate of
spouse or civil partner
children/grandchildren
parents
brothers and sisters
grandparents
uncles and aunts.

tax avoidance

However, exclusions in intestacy do exist, with cohabitants or unmarried partners, ex-

up to date with their own tax affairs

spouses or civil partners and step-parents or stepchildren not included in the above.

up to date with responsibilities
as a company director, ie was not

You can obtain the ACCA probate factsheets by emailing ACCA at
advisory@accaglobal.com.

an undischarged bankrupt or a
disqualified director

*

not having been expelled by
a professional body for
misconduct.’

You can access the consultation at
bit.ly/call-tax-advice.

taxes where there is an uncertain tax
treatment to notify’.
The document states that tax and

Notification of uncertain tax treatment

Do have a look at the document

by large businesses is now open

accounting are covered, with the

and please do send in your

until 27 August, with the proposed

following examples provided:

thoughts to ACCA by the end of

notification requirement still due to
come into effect from April 2021. It

*

adoption of a tax treatment that is

July to advisory@accaglobal.com
with the subject headline ‘Call for

suggests that ‘notification should

evidence: raising standards in the tax

be a single, annual process which

*

adoption of a treatment that is

advice market’.

encompasses all of the relevant

under dispute in the courts
contrary to HMRC’s stated view in a
VAT brief or statement of practice
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*

adoption of a treatment where

and petroleum revenue tax. Find out

introduction of the PAYE cap that was

HMRC clearance was requested and

more at bit.ly/gov-consult-uncertain.

announced as part of Budget 2020.

was not given.

Tackling Construction Industry

In the Budget, it was announced that

The document also states that ‘where

Scheme abuse is open for comment

the introduction of the cap would be

uncertain tax treatments which,

until 28 August, with planned

delayed until 1 April 2021 to allow for

individually or combined…amount to

introduction from April 2021. It includes

further consultation. It’s highlighted that

a maximum of less than £1m in the tax

the explanation of a new power that

‘the PAYE cap will include a minimum

outcome, [these treatments] will not

would allow ‘HMRC to correct the

threshold of £20,000. For payment

be notifiable’.

CIS deduction amounts claimed by

claims below £20,000 the PAYE cap will

sub-contractors on their Real Time

not apply.’ The areas being considered

either or both of:

Information (RTI) Employer Payment

as part of this consultation are the role

*
*

a turnover above £200m

Summary (EPS) returns’ and it seeks

of externally provided workers and

a balance sheet total over £2bn.

views on implementation. Find out more

managing research and development.

It impacts businesses that satisfy

It applies to the following taxes:

at bit.ly/gov-consult-cis.

corporation tax, income tax (including

Preventing abuse of the R&D tax

PAYE), VAT, excise and customs duties,

relief for SMEs: second consultation

insurance premium tax, stamp duty land

is open for comment until 28 August.

tax, stamp duty reserve tax, bank levy

It is a consultation on the delayed

More at bit.ly/consult-abuse-rd.

Law
Limitation of liability
Engagement letters require careful
consideration and editing to ensure
that they reflect not only a firm’s policy
but also the requirements of individual
clients. One area that always requires
careful thought and discussion between
a firm and a client is limitation of liability.
ACCA’s revised engagement letters
for tax practitioners highlight that legal
advice is important, as is engagement
with professional indemnity providers.
A ‘liability cap will only apply to those
clients who have agreed the terms and
conditions of the engagement letter.
For example, personal tax work for
the director of a corporate tax client
would not be covered by the liability
cap contained in the engagement
letter for the corporate client, unless,
unusually, the engagement letter

Don’t get caught out by MLTF risks

specifically referred to personal tax
work for the directors, and those

Every accountancy firm must have policies and procedures for managing its money-

directors have agreed explicitly by

laundering and terrorist financing (MLTF) risks. This ensures a focus of resources

signing the engagement letter in a

on the areas of greatest risk. As per the Money Laundering Regulations 2017, an

personal capacity or their implied

anti-money laundering (AML) firm-wide risk assessment must be conducted and

agreement otherwise obtained in that

documented. This must be considered when creating or updating a firm’s policies

personal capacity.’

and procedures.
ACCA has created a firm-wide risk assessment factsheet to help practitioners. You
can find this and other AML support at bit.ly/ACCA-aml-advice.

It is also important to remember
that the law in this area is in a state of
evolution and there is a risk that the
limitation of liability clause may be

76
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set aside by a court under the Unfair
Contract Terms Act 1977 or under the

Examples of liabilities for engagement letters

Consumer Rights Act 2015 (where the

*
*

services are being provided by a trader

B1 – personal tax [£_]
B4a – trusts and estates [£_]

to a consumer). This reaffirms that it is

‘While individual liability caps have been set out, you agree the overall liability to you

always worth reconsidering existing as

will not exceed £[A].

well as new clauses.
The difference between a trader and
consumer is as follows:

*

The following is an example where a firm has cover of £500,000.
The liability in respect of each service as set out in the final paragraphs of relevant
£
schedules is:							

‘Trader’ is defined in s.2(2) CRA

B2 – sole traders

150,000

2015 as ‘a person acting for

B4a – trusts and estates

250,000

purposes relating to that person’s

B8a – payroll services

100,000

trade, business, craft or profession,

B10 – VAT returns

150,000

whether acting personally or

B13 – specialist tax advisory services

250,000

through another person acting in
the trader’s name or on the trader’s

While individual liability caps have been set out, you agree the overall liability to you

behalf’. A practitioner is therefore a

will not exceed £450,000.’

trader when engaged in provision of
their professional services.

*

Note that the total of all the amounts set out on the schedules exceeds £500,000
but the practitioner has stated that overall the maximum liability is limited.

‘Consumer’ is defined in s.2(3)
CRA 2015 as ‘an individual acting
for purposes that are wholly or

to be considered. They include the

a cap of £50,000 on liability, and the

mainly outside that individual’s

test of reasonableness, which requires

court considers that £100,000 is the

trade, business, craft or profession’.

consideration of whether the term was ‘a

lowest cap that would have been fair/

It is for a trader to prove that

fair and reasonable one to be included

reasonable, the court will not substitute

an individual was not acting for

having regard to the circumstances

a £100,000 cap. The clause will simply

purposes wholly or mainly outside

which were, or ought reasonably to have

be unenforceable, and the liability of the

their trade business, craft or

been, known to or in the contemplation

person relying on it unlimited.

profession: see s.2(4) CRA 2015.

of the parties when the contract was

It is likely that at least some,

made’. One of the factors to consider

is one of the examples from the

and perhaps many, clients of a

is that if the limitation is to be effective,

engagement letter suite: ‘We specifically

practitioner will be consumers.

it is important that a practitioner

draw your attention to paragraph 18 of

Where a court finds a limitation of

considers and takes account of the

our standard terms and conditions and

liability term in a contract to be unfair, it

likely strength of their and their client’s

the final paragraph of each schedule,

is likely that all elements of that term of

relative bargaining positions, including

which sets out the basis on which we

the contract will be held to be invalid,

other sources of tax advice, the extent

limit our liability to you and to others.

in which case a practitioner’s liability will

to which the term will be drawn to the

You should read this in conjunction with

be treated as unlimited. To withstand

attention of the client, the resources

paragraph 19 of our standard terms

a challenge under this legislation, it

available to each party to meet the

and conditions, which excludes liability

is advisable to discuss the limitation

liability and the extent to which each

to third parties. These are important

with the client and ensure that it is

party could protect themselves by

clauses and you should read them

reasonable in the context of the scale

insurance. It is advisable to record

and ensure you are happy with them,

and nature of both the assignment and

that consideration on file to evidence

particularly any cap referred to in this

the practice.

the position.

section of the engagement letter and

A practitioner must be able to

If a term is unenforceable by virtue of

For illustrative purposes, the following

the final paragraph of each individual
schedule attached.’

demonstrate that the limit of the liability

UCTA 1977 or CRA 2015, a court will not

is fair and reasonable. There are a

rewrite the term to make it reasonable/

number of conditions set out within

fair and therefore enforceable. So, for

of each service are set out in the

the engagement letter suite that need

example, if a limitation clause imposes

panel above.

Examples of the liabilities in respect
AB
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Sharing experiences

The ACCA community – extending across current and future members and external
partners – has been pulling together to face the challenges posed by Covid-19
few years developing our

world, providing advice and

professionals have been

of support out there,’ says

relationships,’ Hinkle says.

support on Covid-19 issues

responding to calls for

Jason Hinkle, ACCA’s head

‘So now we have been able

for accountants in business

feedback, offering advice

of member engagement.

to reach out to them to see

and practice.

and sharing experiences.

‘People are pulling together

what support they have got

Insights gained through

and supporting each other.

and raise any issues our

Council member and group

surveys and conference

We’ve had articles, guidance

members might be facing.’

finance director of Willerby,

calls have helped ACCA to

and podcasts created, and

comment on government

webinars delivered.’

Right from the start,

proposals and produce

78

‘There’s a huge community

The community includes

One example of the

Susan Allan, ACCA

a manufacturer of holiday

collaborative effort between

homes and lodges, has found

ACCA and partners such as

ACCA’s Covid-19 guidance

guidance on Covid-19 issues

not only ACCA members

Accountex, Practice Ignition

‘absolutely invaluable’,

– whether contained in the

but also external partners,

and Generation CFO was

highlighting the speed of

regular newsletter sent to

such as software vendors

the virtual summit held over

its production and practical

over 80,000 members or

and other businesses that

two days in May. It included

nature. ‘They are fantastic

posted on the global and UK

support ACCA members.

some 50 sessions and over

resources and mean you’re

coronavirus internet hubs.

‘We have spent the last

80 speakers from around the

not necessarily going straight
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to the lawyers or spending

responsiveness. ‘We’ve been

also shared her views with

to hear members’ thoughts

hours yourself researching

bringing together small

ACCA’s technical advisory

on whether this would be

something,’ she says.

groups of members to ask

team on proposals for

of help to our clients or any

about practical issues around

the Future Fund scheme

problems we saw,’ Jarman

spirit, Allan has shared

government policies,’ he

before ACCA participated

says. ‘We’ve also been asked

her company’s plans for

says. ‘We have shared a lot

in a government outreach

about how we are managing

returning to work. Most of

of policy documents and

phone call. ‘ACCA has been

to get people working from

the 1,000 employees have

advice from government.

canvassing opinion and

home and for our opinions

been furloughed, but a small

We then feed back directly

acting as a conduit – liaising

on how we are we going to

crew has been identifying

to BEIS, the Treasury, the

between the membership

get people back to work.’

how to change ways of

British Business Bank

and government and

working to keep staff and

and others. It’s very much

policymakers,’ Proffitt says.

ideas. He has regular

customers safe. ‘We’ve

focused on what will work

‘It’s very effective because

WhatsApp and Zoom

come up with completely

– practical things, rather

discussions

different ways of working

than going back with

with other

and have shared that with

general policy comments.’

accountants to

our own industry – including

ACCA has also been able

our competitors – and with

to gain clarifications from

ACCA members,’ Allan says.

government and HMRC on

‘We all have the same issues

important issues, including

to overcome when we get

whether accountants could

people back to work.’

be classed as essential

Joining in the community

workers and issues relating

Influencing policy
Member insights and

to furloughed directors.
‘We’ve had some brilliant

Jarman is happy to pool

share experiences

‘We’ve come up
with completely
different ways of
working and have
shared that with
our industry and
ACCA members’

and get a
sense of best
practice, as well
as sharing ideas
on LinkedIn. He
too appreciates
the information
ACCA has been
producing. ‘It’s

experiences have also

responses from across

been invaluable for helping

all sectors,’ says Collins,

ACCA give feedback to

who sees the ACCA family

policymakers, including the

coming together in many

ACCA can reach a lot of

Department for Business,

ways. ‘A major software

people quickly.’

Energy and Industrial

supplier has asked us to do

Strategy (BEIS). ‘From

an “ask the expert” session.

from ACCA’s global

three phases – survive, revive

the first week of the UK

They would do the same for

community: ‘Quite early on

and thrive – Hinkle is keen

lockdown, when we put out

us – sharing information with

I got feedback from China

to keep the community spirit

a call to members by email

our members.’

that they were opening

going. ‘In such an uncertain

restaurants with limited

period, there’s been a huge

about the government’s

Melanie Proffitt, ACCA

been valuable
to members in
practice,’ he says.
With ACCA’s Covid-19

She has also benefited

response focused around

policy measures, we had such

Council member and CFO

capacity and deciding on

wave of support, generosity

massive feedback that I had

of Farncombe Estate, a

throughput. It gives you

and openness,’ he says.

to create a new database,’

luxury hotel and country

something to think about.’

‘We need to keep building

says Lilly Aaron, ACCA’s

retreat, has been helping

policy manager for Europe.

ACCA give feedback to

feedback on the Future Fund

understanding – and then we

‘We have had as many

UK policymakers. She

was Peter Jarman, founder

can act on it.’

responses to our requests

highlighted issues with

of PJCO Chartered Certified

for input as we have had

the Coronavirus Business

Accountants. ‘ACCA wanted

technical queries. Members

Interruption Loan Scheme

have been so helpful.’

(CBILS) and the problems

Glenn Collins, head

start-up and small businesses

of technical advisory at

were having accessing

ACCA, appreciates this

financial support. She

Another member giving

better relationships and
AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist

More information
For guidance on Covid-19 updated in real time, visit
accaglobal.com/covid-19. In particular, find ACCA’s free
webinars and other online events at bit.ly/webinars-events.
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Ethics on the line
In the latest article in our series outlining the purpose and activity of each of ACCA’s
global forums, we shine a spotlight on one that underpins the rest – the ethics forum
ACCA’s global forums

the development of the

bring together experts

profession, or to comment

from around the world to

on wider business or on

help ACCA understand

society more generally.

key issues, trends and

The fact that ACCA has

developments across

engaged with its members

the profession.

on these topics, used their

In all, there are 13 forums:

insights to shape its research
programme and heard

Academy

members’ opinions puts it in

*

Accountants for business

a strong position to respond

(see AB May)

to calls for input, and to

*

Audit and assurance

participate in roundtables or

(see AB April)

contribute to publications.

*
*
*
*
*

Business law

This in turn helps ACCA to

Corporate reporting

lead the profession, influence

Education (see AB April)

public policy and regulation,

Ethics

and shape business practices

Governance, risk and

on key issues.

*
*
*
*
*

Public sector

Ethics forum

essential feature in ethics,

is causing a problem in

SMEs

The ACCA Global Forum for

as many jurisdictions have

practice. This means that

Sustainability

Ethics underpins and cuts

their own challenges, and

ACCA has a good sense of

Taxation

across all the other forums,

often subtly different ideas

what is happening on the

Technology (see AB May).

since ethics, according to

of good behaviour. One

ground when it responds to

At the forums, experts from

Sundeep Takwani, ACCA

of the key challenges for

consultations by regulators.

business, practice, the public

director of regulatory

this forum is that different

sector and the academic

relations, is at the core of

countries have different

to suggest that doing the

world come together to

everything accountants

words and expressions to

right thing is profitable

debate professional hot

do. The forum helps ACCA

describe ethics but ACCA

to business,’ Takwani

topics – describing what is

shape its ethics policies and

has one global ethics code.

points out. ‘Ethics is not

happening in their country or

positions, and understand

The forum is accordingly an

complicated – the world is

sector, and sharing problems

how they impact its members

important place to debate

complicated! And ACCA’s

and solutions. ACCA

and students. Its work, says

the language that will

ethics forum is there to

feeds these insights into

Takwani, is broad, but it

ultimately govern members.

play a role in defining and

its technical research and

all comes back to how the

The forum also discusses

promoting good behaviour

professional insights work

behaviour of accountants

areas where the application

across the whole financial

– effort that later becomes

plays out in the business and

of relevant ethics standards

reporting chain.’

known via ACCA’s publicly

society more generally.

Global forums

*

Accountancy Futures

performance

stated views.
ACCA is frequently called
on to present its views on

The forum includes
representatives from a wide
range of countries – an

‘There is a lot of evidence

AB

More information
You can read more about all of ACCA’s global forums
at bit.ly/ACCA-GFs.
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ACCA is providing as much support as possible to members at
this difficult time, including free resources and discounted CPD
ACCA has a range of

businesses operate and

webinars and courses that

who wish to develop

in individuals’ lifestyles

members can access for

their knowledge, skills

accelerated by the Covid-19

free. You can find them at

and awareness of digital

pandemic, ACCA recognises

bit.ly/ACCA-covid-CPD. See

technology innovations

the growing need for online

in particular our webinar

and their impact on the

learning instead of physical

‘Global Economic Outlook –

finance profession. Visit

attendance at CPD events.

Covid-19 takes its toll’, which

bit.ly/ACCA-cert-DIF.

To help support members

is worth one CPD unit, at

The Council of ACCA and the
publishers do not guarantee the
accuracy of statements by contributors
or advertisers, or accept responsibility
for any statement that they may
express in this publication. The
publication of an advertisement does
not imply endorsement by ACCA of a
product or service.

And, of course, AB has a

bit.ly/ACCA-covid-webinar

large compendium of articles

we have been working

(see also page 20).

that can earn you CPD units

In addition, this may be a

– go to bit.ly/AB-CPD-app.
Further coronavirus-related

highlight topics and online

good time to take a look at

resources of benefit to

ACCA’s Certificate in Digital

guidance is available at

finance professionals.

Innovation for Finance, which

accaglobal.com/covid-19.
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through this uncertain time,
with our CPD partners to
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aims to support members

With changes in the way

Printing Walstead Roche
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